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Captain Alfred James 
Somajar Korthrox Files 

01. The Korthrox Files: Unit 1 - Timelines 

  

These new writs, first from Captain Korthrox, and second from Captain Melix James Somajar 
Galiac, touch upon the planet Jupiter, the intergalactic environment and the prophets of old and 
new. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Preface From Captain Korthrox 
 Captain Melix James Somajar Galiac Speaks 
 On Prophets, Past and Present 

Introduction 

 
Oceanic tides, gstatic.com 

SCENES FROM THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 
 
Captain Korthrox and Captain Melix James Somajar Galiac, who is a brother of Captain James 
Galiac Sananda, alternate in their discourses that are intended for those in the know in the 
scientific community. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

 

 

Preface From Captain Korthrox 
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Starship, gstatic.com 

June 8, 2013 4:03 pm 
 
Commander Korthrox: Well, Seila, love. It is time for another round-a-bout with the ships in 
your atmosphere is it not? And right outside your door, Jamie, will we decide to gild our 
metaphors all toward your own comprehension! How’s that, lad?! 
 
“Good, well, nonetheless, Captain at large Melix James Somajar is in the vicinity of 
Jupiter’s southern north pole, and how do we come to that varmont conclusion, loves? Simply 
stating, all poles have their perimeters North and South, and because of it we can statically 
change the polar regions around.  
“Another one for your scientists. So what on earth are we going to write on today, love, Rania, 
and Jamie? Well the far side of the gulf regions on board the Jupiter ‘planet,’ and because of our 
rather - at times - quaint way of speaking, the entire procedure will amaze even the most of 
you in scientific acquaintance within the borders of our writings, loves. Good Day.  
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“Commander Korthrox out, and Captain Melix in. Here we go. 

Captain Melix James Somajar Galiac Speaks 

 
Jupiter, gstatic.com 

Captain Melix James Somajar Galiac: “Good Morning, from where I am at Uthrania Seila, 
Rania, I now hear you are. So, intergalactic races from far and wide are the very ones who 
supplant the other races once found upon Jupiter North. The North Pole as it were is home to 
the Northox which are a clansmen classified as ‘Dogmakers’ which are a peoples who are 
home to the finest filtering system this side of Mars.  
 
“Dogmakers are enhanced in the filament proxy to keep all air clean[/b]/i], as you would have 
it there on your earth, if you could only see your way to it, and the Dogmakers have the 
grandest filter system you could imagine. It will clear coal dust out of the makers’ market 
in a few seconds of time, and the orange pier is neverlasting, for the proxy fumes which 
filter out of it in the very dry air of Jupiter just makes for another enjoyment living here. 
 
“Let us now look at the oceanic tides upon the glacier side of Jupiter, and Jupiter’s four moons 
have had an astrological bang-up with another old meteor which in its own ethics have not 
acquired a tendency to proclaim Jupiter as “out of the way.” 
 
“So Marxism at its worst, Jupiter now has a remnant of peoples from old star systems which 
do not as yet coordinate with the peoples found of more ethical backgrounds.  

 

On Prophets, Past and Present 
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Prophets via Google 

“Mayhem the prophets of old, as ye ones love to say, are the cultivated of the cultivated 
ones whom speak and jargon as few have in the past of their past, and the prophets, ye ones 
of today, have only within your girds those words which are heavily at times given to you 
by we ones.  
 
“Oh well, Deuteronomy was always a book which broadsided the truth of the evacuation of 
those times on your earth, and if anything was so far removed from the truth, that book of 
writings definitely was.  
 
“So let us continue on in the morrow, and a few truths here and there should at least serve in 
satisfying the soul marrow. Good Day, and Good Night, Jamie.  
 
“Adieu. Captain James Melix Somajar Galiac. My name’s a mix up, loves? Not really, because 
they are my names. I may put them in whichever order I please.  
 
“Melix out, Commander position. ViaWave 2.347 dutmont9. Achew! And Adieu! French please, 
Seila.” (End quote) 4:16 pm. 
 
Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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02. The Korthrox Files: Unit 2 - A 
Coded Message To Those Concerned 

  

Here again is the second writ of Captain Korthrox and, like other Commanders who speak but in 
a style peculiar to each one, he touches on world issues and gives more than a hint of events 
about to take place. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Captain Korthrox Speaks 
 More Than A Hint Of Events 
 And Winds Down 
 Breaking News!!! 

Introduction 

 
Wikinut Writers 

ARGENTINA AND THE MICE MEN FROM THE MOUNTAINS 
 
Captain Korthrox is one of the two senior Commanders, the other one being Captain Forsythe, 
who have come to speak to the people, their busy and tight duties aboard the starships 
notwithstanding. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Captain Korthrox Speaks 

 
Captain is aboard 

 

June 10, 2013 10:42 pm 
 
Captain Korthrox: Rania at the helm yet, Sir?  
 
Rania: I am here Captain. 
 
Captain Korthrox: Ready, lass? Then? 
 
Rania: Ready to go, Sir. 
 
Captain Korthrox: “Well then. Why I called you to the keyboard as of such a late hour was I 
wanted our Jamie to do the next writ and to put his own genius into the pictures divine. So send 
this off to him as soon as we are finished, please, lass. 
 
Captain Melix sends to you both and three his fondest regards, and tell Steve that his 
Charleton, or Chastity, NE of Penticton B.C. is the farthest away he will get to horse racing that 
serves his tendencies of pure joy. It is the name of the horse, Mark, to which you will see 
yourself with Steve and his own to hopefully enter in the horse racing dramatic arena. ‘Not so!’ 
ye say? Well, you just wait and see our words passing by to no avail - it just will not happen.  
 
“And Cnwriter, our love, just watch how the season pass and write your words in comprehensive 
jargon, for the buck passes here, and there will be one more for you and your sleepless nights no 
longer.  
 
“Now, why do we give these shortened readings to some and not to others? Well, we have 
our reasons. and we do this for our purposes and let that be unto all of you to see who is 
next.  
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More Than A Hint Of Events 

 
Conflicts At Large: Google Images 

“Now, on with the broadvent of all picturesque mountainous scenery  
 
“and that will flush out the dogs, the underdogs of the American Navy to scout their best with 
the Argentina pixels,  
 
“and then will the Chavez long-lost government come into full buxom bloom again with the 
Pontiac River scheme not housing any more movement,  
 
“for on the border of Argentina the packrats are set all in a row  
 
“and the border movement is also picturesque,  
 
“for the full bloom of the packrats in the mountains of Nebraska will pick up and lead the dogs 
into the summer heat of the Mexicana border where the government of that nation is 
becoming more of a hazard to the government of the U.S. than a thousand wildfires which 
may blow throughout the desert regions of Arizona,  
 
“and Utah is a baked affair with the Luxington Boys shooting down the grouse of Kentucky 
with the fair-the-be wind of tornadoes gone by,  
 
“and the people wonder how on earth the palm trees ever made it there inland in Kentucky,  
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“and frothing at the mouth is the penguin,  
 
“and its mate will forever be sorry the heat is so strong underfoot of the American 
Embassy. 

And Winds Down 

 
Hovering Ship: gstatic.com 

“Well, dears there we have it. A little bit for all.  
 
“Mark, moderate all good works in comprehensive format, for you and your wife have all the 
ducks in a row. Good Day and Good Evening to you. Korthrox. Captain. Out on diamic 
frequency 4.7. Amen. 10:58 pm. (End quote) 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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03. The Korthrox Files: Unit 3: World 
Perpetually In Conflict 

  

Captain Korthrox makes a commentary on the world's sad state of affairs as he keenly observes 
them from above. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Prelude 
 Barnroller At Ease! 
 CIA Into The Drugs Trade? Unbelievable! 

Introduction 

 

Angorius, Google image 

THE PLUMAGE ARISES FROM THE NORTH! 
 
Captain Korthrox is one of the two Commanders who have published the latest files though we 
worked with as early as 1994, the other one being Captain Forsythe. Both have come to speak to 
the people, their busy and tight duties aboard the starships notwithstanding. - Jamie Sentana-
Ries-Cortez 
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Prelude 

Starship, Google image 

June 18, 2013 4:15 pm 
 
Captain Korthrox: “Well, dear Rania, today we will be officiating at a proximity to the 
Barnroller event which we have already been to on Jupiter Two.  
 
“Now, we are here not for a watering down of influences upon the journey upward of your world 
Angorius, but rather our influence is seen by the Prime Minister of All Alberta and Canada 
succinct as being somewhat ‘out of the ordinary.’  
 
“So, Jamie my boy, we will play the film once again, the first one as well. Keep them both in 
contour upon this page, for the night will fall surely as the sun shines in the day, and at that time 
the newsworthy events will be already foreseen by those who understand the awful 
proximity of their dearth of beingness, and its already stricken way.  
 
“Ahem. Please continue on, Jamie, with all that which we do together, for the time will 
henceforth surely arrive where you, Jamie, yourself, will be the front runner of us all, and to that 
will we pay you – salute! 
 
“Proceed, Rania, please, by placing in our subtitle: The Barnroller – At Ease! 
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Barnroller At Ease! 

Topic and Personalities: Google 

“Now, if the Barnroller was a style gate of the Empress Hotel in North-Western Victoria, we 
would surely decide upon a real philosophical Barnroller due Nor’ west of Kentucky City, 
wherever that is on the map.  
 
“The Barnroller activity suggests that a amphetamine of drugs are lollypopping all over the 
southern African continent, and that the CIA gives justice to it as though the overlapping 
trade outside of Afghanistan is not their doing as well.  
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CIA Into The Drugs Trade? Unbelievable! 

 

Facebook News and Photo 

“….Ready? 
 
Rania: Ready, Sir. I thought I lost you for a moment. Please continue, Commander. 
 
Captain Korthrox: “Well, in order to address the typical mourning of another brethren Cabinet 
member in Biloxi, Missouri, we think it is, we must first ‘shelter’ the dram of whisky you have 
kept hiding in your cabinet… and then we will proceed further. (Notation: “dram of whisky” 
does not refer to myself. – Rania) 
 
“Commissioner, you have taxed our patience to a realm of overlapping conscience whereby if 
you do not come straight from the horse’s mouth, so to speak, all our morals will fall down at 
your feet, and we will talk and talk and talk with no backtalk from you for you will be put down 
onto your knees, and Ron Paul of the Senate race will walk all over your face.  
 
“So the quip word today, Jamie, is this:  
 
“Where Congress gathers we will be found there also. And should a one of us be touched 
we will bring the whole and entire house down!  
 
“Good Day. Captain Korthrox over and out. Please sign off all time frequency, Uthrania Seila, 
and have of yourself a ‘Good Night.’ Thank you, lass.” 4:33 pm (End quote)  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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04. The Korthrox Files: Unit 4: To 
Whom It May Concern 

  

Here are tidbits of facts as Captain Korthrox sees them from his starship that is unfailingly 
hovering over our skies out of concern for the planet and humankind. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-
Cortez 

Introduction 

 The CIA's Closely Guarded Secret(s)? 
 The Point is.... 
 The Plot...Thickens? 
 More Tidbits 

Introduction 

 
They watch us! - Google image 

THE HIMILAYAS WILL BURST THEIR TOP AT THE SEAM, GENTLEMEN AND 
LADIES OF THE NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, AND WEST! SO FASTEN UP YOUR 
SEATBELTS! ITS ALL SET TO GO!! 
 
"I know this is short and difficult, but tell Jamie just to do his best and we will not hold any 
errors against him 
 
For whom this is for, they will figure it out anyways..." - Captain Korthrox 
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The CIA's Closely Guarded Secret(s)? 

 
What's the deal? - Google image 

June 25, 2013 4:05 pm 
 
Captain Korthrox: “Right on time, Uthrania Seila. Good! Now this will be quick and possibly 
short, but that is all the time that I have, so type quickly, if you will.  
 
Rania: Ready, Commander. 
 
Captain Korthrox: “The mighty bears of ‘Kentucky,’ though there are few left now, swat-
teamed in with the ducks from Toronto and together they broke up the entire essence of soul 
structure of those CIA Brigettes who though they were mighty clever in covering up their 
tracks out of southeastern Georgia, and the twin trees out of Manitoba forested the culverts to 
still be made out of D.C. 
 
“Now watch that catch-term of D.C. before you go on. 
 
“It is quite easy to understand my lethargic position on this of course, and that is because we 
just do not want the drug runners coming close to our scribes.  
 
“Wellington, British Columbia and the steak house just around the corner fostered not any 
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such linguini and the garlic toast was just horrible. But why am I saying these strange words, and 
why? 

The Point is.... 

 
At West Point - Google Image 

“Well, that is about it for that one, and now we will gratifyingly move onto the next topic at hand 
and that is not this time our concern with the president of the United States. Not too united at 
this point, however, we see.  
 
“Point ..ah let me see…yes..that is it. A place called West Point, down around the Florida Keys 
I suspect, but please do not hold me to a map.  
 
“Ah..Georgia, Kentucky, neighbouring Iran.. and oh, ‘Darn, we have it already all sewn 
up!’ they say. 
 
“Well, I am not sure just what they mean. Sorry for the pause, Uthrania. Now only more real 
world news. 
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The Plot...Thickens? 

 
The Himalayas - Google image 

“The Himalayas are going to burst their top at the seam, and if you think for a minute this is far-
fetched then think a game. A game is what is next to be played on China, Luxembourg, ‘oh, 
those darn Muslims,” you know, and a watershed is being concocted for another region of 
France and if you for one solitary moment in time think these are NOT man-made 
disasters, then, for god’s sake think again people! 

More Tidbits 

 
Losing Luster - Google image 
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“Tempers are flaring in the United States of America due to the plumaged fact that NATO is 
losing its frontrunners out of France, Luxembourg, Turkey, yes, even Turkey. Ersolot had had 
his biscuit chewed in too many places all at once.  
 
“Umm..Quebec, Canada! Better watch your fishermen over there on the east coast of 
Labrador as well, Mr. Prime Minister, and we won’t tell you which one. 
 
“Guess where this informational package came from. Oh, well, the fireflies are at it again. 
(Smiles) Tie off channel, please, Uthrania Seila, for me. I just got called.  
 
“I know this is short and difficult, but tell Jamie just to do his best and we will not hold any 
errors against him.  
 
“For whom this is for, they will figure it out anyways. Commander Korthrox over and out.” 
4:22 pm  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

 

05. The Korthrox Files: Unit 5: Plans, 
And Trouble, Are Afoot 

  Notation: File tampered with. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries – Cortez 

 

06. The Korthrox Files (Unit 6): The 
Captain Returns 

  

Captain Korthrox and Captain Hatonn, both keen observers of flash points around the world, 
speak anew from the starship, zeroing in on famous or infamous personalities in high places, 
their frivolities included. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez  
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Introduction 

 Captain Korthrox Kicks off (And Butts) 
 Tale Of Two Kings 
 A Word From Captain Gyeorgos Hatonn  

Introduction 

 
Starship 

HOW ‘TOP HAT’ CAN YOU GET?! 
 
Until lately, we have had no scribings from the commanders. Here now is Captain Korthrox 
together with Captain Hatonn emerging from their busy schedules to say a message or two 
intended for people alluded to. - Jamie Sentana-Ries 

Captain Korthrox Kicks off (And Butts) 

 
CIA prison as seen from above 
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July 10, 2013 5:20 pm 
 
Rania: I am on line, Captain Korthrox. Are you ready? 
 
Captain Korthrox: Just as soon as I fasten this shoe, darlin’ 
 
“O.K. now, that should do it. Now where were we last time? Oh, not on a book. O.K. then how 
about fostering the Simpsons and their mildly flavoured stock?! 
 
“Whoever said that the Middle East was a pressure cooker sure did to him or herself an exacting 
favour, for the grain still held firm in the sandbox of all narcissistic melancholies doth it no good 
to strain at the bit as far as the boys in the West are concerned with their head honcho 
straining at the bit also, and just as the day peeks around the corner so does Jeddah come 
to life.  
 
(Captain Korthrox makes a fist of his hand and puts it up to his mouth and gently coughs. –
Rania) 
 
“Turpentine knocks the boots off all CIA prisoners and for the fourth time this season, 
Hatonn, Commander-in-Chief soon to be, Hatonn, glosses over none of the pieces of information 
which comes over his desk. In fact his compliance is non-wavering, and because of it he knows 
more what is going on outside his back door than any of us. He is the best of the best at 
what he does, to be sure. 

Tale Of Two Kings 

 
King Wenceslas' statue 

“And now the king of Saudi Arabia, Abdullah ibn Abdulaziz ibn Abdulrahman Al-Sa’ud, is 
pickling herrings and is quite enjoying doing so, along with certain members of the Gulf 
Cooperative Council. The good king Wenceslas of ‘England’ no doubt remembers his former 
lifestream and is a good morsel for pickling herring as well. And you thought they were ‘friends’ 
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did you not? A ‘lot of malarkey’ that one! (Laughs) 
 
“Goodness gracious, Jamie, have you not got that logged in yet, love? Indeed are th… oh, just a 
minute of my time please. 
 
“Ah..Captain Hatonn has a finishing word for you all. So out I go and in comes the Captain. 
Adieu and nice to see you all working so finely together again.” 

A Word From Captain Gyeorgos Hatonn  

 
A view of Quebec 

Captain Gyeorgos Hatonn, Esquire of the Nations: “Good Day! Now Symington Woldrolf is 
an old man with not many seconds to spare, so I want to tell you about his so-called ‘ailment’ 
which if ‘horny’ could asphyxiate himself right out of the closet door, ahem, and we say nothing 
more of it. Good Night, and know that whenever I seem to say ‘something’ out of place know 
this: I don’t. 
 
Commander- in-Chief, soon to be, over something larger than Quebec, Canada. Over and 
over and out! On frequency ‘dial-a-wave’ boys! And try and get hold of that frequency!  
 
“Please tie off channel, please, Rania Seila, and buoy the one, so to speak, loves. Good Day.” 
5:35 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez  
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07. The Korthrox Files (Unit 7): Writing 
On The Wall 

  

The good Captain is back with a round-up of Russia's affairs of state or state of affairs in relation 
to its immediate "neighbors." He also engages in informal dialogue with his scribes as well as 
with the Wikinut moderators. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 The Captain's Online! 
 A Word For Steve Kinsman and Mark Gordon Brown 
 "From Russia With Love" 
 On A Personal Note.... 

Introduction 

 
Starship 

WE SPEAK TO ONE AND ALL 
 
"President Putin and his sidekick Medvedev, have often chastised the pro-Russian rebels to lay 
off Chechnya, believe it or not, but forces outside of the U.S.S.R. are not akin to leaving those 
people alone nor out of their Soviet Russian plans." - Captain Korthrox 
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The Captain's Online! 

 
Line's engaged 

July 13, 2013 3:54 pm 
 
“Captain on the bridge, Sir! Five minutes to go. Commander Ethan Germain.” 
 
Rania: Thank you, Ethan. I am on stand-by. 
 
Ethan: “Thank you, Sir.” 
 
Ethan: “Captain on the bridge, Sir! One minute left. Are you ready, Sir?” 
 
Rania: I am r… 
 
Captain Kortrox: “Well, Good Morning, Rania, from our end. How are you and Jamie doing 
today, lass? And is Reni well?”  
 
Rania: Captain Korthrox, Sir. We are all just fine. Thank you for asking.  
 
Captain Korthrox: “Very well. Then if you are ready, let us proceed on then.”  
 
Rania: Yes, Sir. I am ready.  
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A Word For Steve Kinsman and Mark Gordon Brown 

 
Steve and Mark 

Captain Korthrox: “Good, then. Well, today the Middle Eastern nations are not the only ones 
kept in the limelight, and if Steve is there maybe he will remark on this one. Good.  
 
“So, kept the lamplight lit, hey, Steve? In any case, take the following not with a grain of salt as 
you usually do, but beware of any come calling with a ‘Frank’ in their name. That’s it, boy. That 
is all you’re getting from us at this time. Smiles. 
 
“Mark Gordon Brown, stand by. Good. Now, you may all not know what we are going to 
‘perform’ upon the scene, but you have all had now forewarning that it will be good for the 
human population. 

"From Russia With Love" 

 
_RussPutin_ 
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“Greece is the baldiwhooper of them all again at this time and place in your world history, and 
we do mean, ‘history,’ for the Marxist realm of Russia, Imperialist as she used to be, has 
sawed Chechnya in the groin for the last time.  
 
“President Putin and his sidekick Medvedev, have often chastised the pro-Russian rebels to 
lay off Chechnya, believe it or not, but forces outside of the U.S.S.R. are not akin to leaving 
those people alone nor out of their Soviet Russian plans.  
 
“Now Georgia, the satellite state of the ‘U.S.S.R.,’ so to speak, also have alternative routes 
through the Himalayan-type mountainous regions, and you figure out where that lies, and the 
amount of oil pressure and gas tonnage will frankly put up the price where President 
Medvedev is concerned. Conquered not the money lending scheme by the world banker, we 
have discovered a Himalayan Project, which vents the …………… 
 
Rania: I have lost you, Commander. Hello?  
 
Captain Korthrox: “Vents the *Aeronaut scheme right to hell and gone out the Forsyth window 
of all opportunists.” *(or Argonaut. Not sure which. – Rania) 
 
Rania: Hello? 

On A Personal Note.... 

 
The Korthrox Files 

Commander Ethan Germain: “Contact broken, Sir. Resume tomorrow this time. Oh, here 
again is the Commander, Captain Korthrox.” 
 
Captain Korthrox: “Well when working along with transmissions, one usually does experience 
trouble on the line at some time or another. Insistence upon high maintenance is always a good 
thing, Commander.” 
 
Rania: Yes Sir. I understand, Sir. 
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Captain Korthrox: “Good. Then let us resume. Briefly. Captain Hatonn, the infamous 
Esquire of the Nations, as he likes to term himself, just left Washington, D.C. with a 
skullcap to wear at the Jewish Synagogue in Eastern Jerusalem. So we await to see what 
becomes of that meeting.  
 
Oh, my, (looks at his watch he wears on his left wrist) it is time to leave. Forsythe will take over 
my provincial duty for today, and sign off for us please, now, Uthrania Seila, for we will 
astronomically, shall we say, be going.”  
 
Rania: Yes, Sir. 4:17 pm 
 
4:17 pm 
 
Rania: Captain Korthrox, Sir. May I just have a minute of your time?  
 
Captain Korthrox: “Well you need to make it quick lass, for I have to get going.”  
 
Rania: Jamie and I wonder exactly just what you meant by his needing to look after a file or 
files?  
 
Captain Korthrox: “Well, I think I was very explicit in my reaction, lass, and laddie. Just put 
the files in numerical order for quick comprehension next time we talk to you, Jamie. That is all. 
Well, Good Night and Good Day. Korthrox Commandeering the Wafter Intrepid. Good Night. 
Out from my end.” 4:21 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

08. The Korthrox Files (Unit 8): Be 
On The Captain's Wavelength 

  

In this writ, Captain Alfred James Korthrox waxes "lyrical" and his message can only be 
understood by those certain quarters where the commentary hits the hardest. - Jamie Sentana-
Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 The Captain Touches Base 
 We're Never Way Off Base 
 When The Chips Are Down 
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 "Aye, Captain!" 

Introduction 

 
Scribing from the ship 

THE BROW-BEATEN ONES? METHINKS NOT! 
 
"Now, Jamie my son, I wish you to know about the Fifth Column power, for that is the power of 
persuasion which holds this world in complete bondage. Your future job for them will be to see 
us firmly in their grasp. So beware of strangers come a-calling pretending they are one of us. We 
will always and sincerely captivate your mind along with your soul to understanding and 
therewith recognizing us and our ilk before you ever become estranged from the lot of us." - 
Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

The Captain Touches Base 

 
G8 Summit 

July 20, 2013 4:00 pm 
 
Private James Garfield: “Captain on the bridge, Sir!”  
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Captain Korthrox: “Well, ready to go, I see, Rania, child. Good.  
“Now, nefarious is the Lion’s Gate structure over there in the U.S. of A., and because the boats 
under it tend to vacillate themselves into the seventh wharf, we will no nonsensically 
demonstrate our bit of air flying power over their helms just to offset their temperance as 
to who did and just who did not flyby their capsulating boats.  
 
“So, now the G8 officiates their nonsense in an extraordinary nonsensical way, or format is 
a better and more qualified word, and in their presence doth the president of General 
Motors reap the full benefits out of their pockets when they showcase the latest ‘motorcars’ 
right out of the show window of the manufacturers ‘Walnut.’ 
 
“So, what do we mean by that, precisely? The foxtrot did in the little nightingale and forsooth 
did the pigeons fly over to the forestland with the gull in its wings.  

We're Never Way Off Base 

 
The Pentagon 

“Besooth will always alternate between pure fact and illusite fiction, but we of the 
brotherhood of lighted commanders and captains intricate understand all too well the 
precarious effort on behalf of our scribes, the prophets, in getting down to brass tacks 
themselves with the ire not any longer of the officiating downtrodden of the forest of 
thieves.  
 
“Well, now that I have you all well, and goodly confused, let us move on to the particles making 
up the hygiene of Washington’s newest elite.  
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“Wellington, Forsythe, and Buckingham have all had their day in the military force. Now, these 
men and women are against all that Washington has to offer, but yet they make up fully the 
acclaiment of the shadow government of Washington, D.C.  
 
“In fact Mrs. Forsythe has accumulated so many points to her itinerary that the pigeon on the 
roof of the White House and Pentagon just snarls briefly at her chagrin toward them all.  

When The Chips Are Down 

 
CIA Building 

“CIA Director “Braun” has decided against the partitioning off of the CIA’ s main building 
with 8 to ten floors, henceforth because more space needs provided and the main structure can 
then be laid to rest whilst the rest is put in place.  
 
“Dramatics in the least, there Jamie boy, but we have no alternative but to use you for our fifth, 
and of this will we most heartily explain in the later part of this writ.  
 
“So, Mrs. Forsythe, ‘Mary Jane’ shall we call her, has often put her foot in the doorway of 
Pentagon Express and brought much of the ire of the head honchos into her realm. She is 
prestigious and a thoughtful, carefree woman, and her only downfall so far is to see the 
extraterrestrials, as they call us, and those of our captivate brothers and sisters over to the 
extreme in wanting to deal with our kind, which is ‘your kind’ most graciously. 
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"Aye, Captain!" 

 
Fifth Column 

“Now, Jamie my son, I wish you to know about the Fifth Column power, for that is the power 
of persuasion which holds this world in complete bondage. Your future job for them will be to 
see us firmly in their grasp. So beware of strangers come a-calling pretending they are one of us. 
We will always and sincerely captivate your mind along with your soul to understanding and 
therewith recognizing us and our ilk before you ever become estranged from the lot of us.  
 
“Tie off all frequency channels now, please, Uthrania, and rest well until the next session at 7:30 
or 8:00 (pm) Adieu. Commander - in – Chief Captain Korthrox over and out on transmittal 
frequency 4.7 dupont.” 4:20 PM  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez  
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09. The Korthrox Files (Unit 9): The 
Hour Of Reckoning  

  

It does not bear repeating that our forefathers(mothers) have been closely monitoring us from 
their starships and through their scribes are their concerns as well as condemnation made known. 
In this writ, Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox leaves little doubt as to whom his object of 
condemnation is fiercely addressed. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Captain Korthrox Goes Online 
 The Quick Brown Fox... 
 Birds Of The Same Feather... 
 Tell That To The Marines 
 Forces To Be Reckoned With...And Despised? 
 They'd Done It Again! 
 When All Is Said And Done 
 "We Are A Family!" 

Introduction 

 
The ship up ahead 

 
‘PISSED OFF!’ ARE WE!! 
 
"Pulmonary experts all decided from the ships long ago that the mere mention of the American 
troubadours was akin to the Spanish invasion of Kurdistan in the nineties, and Aztecs in the 
earliest of days. What the Spanish did there was no less than a complete ‘abomination’ and 
degrading of an entire civilization, and nonetheless did history accomplish nothing but the 
complete ire of a civilization of the world in text books, and yet repeating itself did the Pentagon 
pirates choose to IGNORE the symphony from the stars." - Scribed by the hand and pen of I, 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Captain Korthrox Goes Online 

 
Contact established 

July 22, 2013  
7:34 pm 
 
Colonel Ephram Jr.: “Captain on Board! Sir!”  
 
Captain Korthrox: “At ease, General.” 
 
General McIntire, (Esquire of Seventeen Nations of Copox 4.): “Yes Sir! Commander 
Korthrox!”  
 
Captain Korthrox: “At ease, Colonel.” 
 
Colonel Ephram Jr.: “Sir!” 7:38 pm 
 
7:54 pm 
 
Colonel Ephram Jr.: “The Captain requires you at the desk, Sir!”  
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Rania: I am on stand-by, Colonel. Thank you, Sir. 
 
Colonel Ephram Jr.: “Sir! Uthrania is ready, Sir!”  
 
Captain Korthrox: “Alright then shall we get ready?” 

The Quick Brown Fox... 

 
Wily foxy 

Captain Korthrox: “Begin please, Uthrania Seila, with this complementary statement: The 
foxes in the hole dragged the rabbit by its tail, and the hare which is the same, outfoxed the 
dragoons by the mere shake of its head. And the same went for the forces out of the American 
west, and if a lesson is ever to be deciphered from our colloquial composition it is this: fair 
weather never once fostered an ally on the side of those men and women who decided to strip 
search the dragon on the side of your lagoon. (Captain Korthrox clears his throat. – Rania) 

Birds Of The Same Feather... 

 

 
Neighborhood bullies 
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“Alright then, enough of suppositions, for the mere breaker of the story today centers solely 
around Afghanistan, Iraq, and the beacon nations of the NW-E of Pakistan, for when we 
saw the play that was being enacted on Afghanistan from Iraqi by American conquistadors, we 
thought Spain had lost its mind, but ferocious Blackwater tendencies bounced the filament of the 
bombs right out of the oceanic waters of Aden, and when the Yemeni government, so-called, 
came to see their mistake, all of the British Empire was afloat in the waters off the Gulf of Aden 
with their drawers down, and American trumpets floating high in the sky over them, one and all. 

Tell That To The Marines 

 
Saudi Arabia 

“So, who was it exactly who lit off the miniature atomic bomb? Was it one of bin Laden’s men? 
Not a farsight off! No indeed! It was soon seen that King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia had 
already foreseen and foretold to his Deputy of Finance not under any stretch of the 
imagination must any monies go forward to American research of just how ‘we can blow 
up the neighbours of King Abdullah to the south and Pennsylvania to the east.’  
 
“So what did Hermes of the Greek literature do to win back Allison, the Goddess of Water, 
Love, and Cheribness?  
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Forces To Be Reckoned With...And Despised? 

 
The use and abuse 

“He forsooth the present in water lilies: and American forces, do you understand our presence 
here? Is it to help you win over your foes and Israel’s competition for a new prophet to come on 
the scene, or is it because we abhor all that you have done and are continuing to do to the 
destruction of your own barely human souls? 
 
“We pick the latter. Indeed, if it be known just how many ‘wives’ you have taken to yourselves 
you would even put the Saudi Arabian men to shame!  
 
“And the naughty and distinctly distasteful thing you have all done, is to take the innocent 
and make bed partners out of them whilst their parents and roommates watched. 
 
“Dirty business you are all in, eh, Sergeant? 
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They'd Done It Again! 

 
By George Santayana 

“Pulmonary experts all decided from the ships long ago that the mere mention of the American 
troubadours was akin to the Spanish invasion of Kurdistan in the nineties, and Aztecs in the 
earliest of days. What the Spanish did there was no less than a complete ‘abomination’ and 
degrading of an entire civilization, and nonetheless did history accomplish nothing but the 
complete ire of a civilization of the world in text books, and yet repeating itself did the Pentagon 
pirates choose to IGNORE the symphony from the stars.  
 
“So what did we all accomplish then, dear Labradoreans off Newfoundland shores? Not a 
damned thing it seems, dear ones, BUT if you look up and away in those far-off skies you will 
always be reminded of why we are here, and think ye ones of the American troubadours 
before we fly away without the one of you.  
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When All Is Said And Done 

 
At the end of the day 

“Oh what a darkened day that will be, for the broadside of your sword will take the head of 
the corpuscle snake and stick you right where the ‘sun don’t shine!’  
 
“Caucus is not always a word for the good and brainstorming of the wise, but rather a pile of 
idiots based neatly one on top of the other, and once in a regular dirty-minded little groupie we 
will tumble you off your stool and bring you around aftside until your grubby little hands off the 
left side of the Don-key! 
 
“Understand us here yet, little ones of the far side mission of hurting all others, or do you 
cringe at our yet unsaid words with a mystifying look in your eyes while your tongue beats the 
inside of your mouths in a grimace of union saying nothing, for nothing is all that is left to be 
said!  
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"We Are A Family!" 

 
Home in the Stars! 

“Good Night to you all, in a most literal fashion, and we hope most dearly that we have 
touched a bell in your brains before they all turn back to dust.  
 
“The grave we are sure would treat you more kindly than we of your brethren and sisters 
from the stars! 
 
“That is all for this evening, and thank you, Uthrania, for your conscientious penning on our 
behalf which is your behalf too, the three of you.  
 
“So I will tie off channel tonight for us and say my ‘fond’ adieu.  
 
“5.6 frequency 824 plomon. Channel 7 down. Over and out, from Captain Alfred James Somajar 
Korthrox.  
 
“And why do we entwine so many of our names together, dear ones?  
 
“Because we want to. We are not so much a group, but a family - a real family - which many 
of you know nothing about. Good Day, and Good Night.” 8:26 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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10. The Korthrox Files (Unit 10): The 
Captain Lashes Out The Corporate Elite 
And Its War Machine 

  

Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox is on a warpath, warning the "Hellions" i.e. descendants 
of humans from other planets who introduced the money system to our world, that they will be 
banished to unknown, inhospitable worlds. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 September 24, 2013 3:00 pm 
 Taking Up The Gauntlet 
 Massive Purge Will Begin 
 We Can Sink Them All! 
 Steer Clear Of Our Ships 

Introduction 

 
Battle-ready 

BANISHMENT UNKNOWN? IN ‘TRIPLICATE FORMAT, SIRS!’ 
 
" ... and we will fly you and your kind to the farthest side of the moon, but nowhere near those 
tender ones who so silently live there,  
 
“and ‘off with your souls’ to the nearest Star Base who will in perpetuity place the each of you, 
before your tour has ended, in front of the court of the High Council, at least, of the entire 
Federation of Free Planets, whom we are sure will heartily recommend you to the stony wall of 
Orius where you will serve your time for centuries, we can assure you ..." - Captain Alfred James 
Somajar Korthrox 
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September 24, 2013 3:00 pm 

 
Linking up with the starship 

2:30 pm 
 
Uthrania: I am on standby for Captain Korthrox, Private, please alert me when the Captain is on 
board, Sir.  
 
Commander Ethan Germain: “Commander Ethan here for your repudiation, Sir. And Corporal 
Lieutenant Captain Forsythe, for his command regiment has offered him up a new title, Sir, will 
assist you with whatever you need done. Five minutes and we should be able to begin, Sir.” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you Ethan. I will wait.  
 
Commander Ethan Germain: “Aye, Sir. Thank you, Sir.”  
 
2:35 pm 
 
Uthrania: (Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox enters the docking port and climbs out of 
the gray and blue runabout – one of our smallest saucer ships. We watch him on our overhead 
view screen which the entire Bridge Crew have complete access to in order to better prepare 
themselves for his attention.  
 
The door of the bridge slides back and Captain Korthrox enters wearing a full length coat of the 
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Brigade with stars all over the sleeves. The coat is a deep navy blue with golden braid all along 
the lie-down collar, and sports high boots of a brownish leather contoured by the hexagram of 
pink dots along all gray-silver metallic ends of each toe. The Captain grabs himself a tumbler of 
rye and mug of hot coffee and forces down the rye for nutrition (it is non-alcoholic) but has the 
effect of a booster to the immune system as he returns from a meeting from offshore duty.  
 
The Captain walks over to his bench chair and seats himself gingerly down in the hopes that no 
rats came aboard. Captain Korthrox points his finger deliberately at one of the helmsmen and 
asks him to pinpoint the time for our new position he has entered into the diatram of the consol 
at a quarter after twelve on the ‘Richter scale.’ Coded, gentlemen and ladies to be sure, for we 
have not brought on such drama to the world Angorius’s inhabitants. On the contrary. The 
Captain is motioning me to begin. – Rania) 
 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “Well, new rank and all we see, little one. Good 
work. Good work also Reni, and Jamie. Now let us please begin.” 
 
Uthrania: Ready, Sir. 

Taking Up The Gauntlet 

 
Girding themselves up for war 

Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “Today we enjoin High Command with a less than 
“Luciferic complaint” that perhaps the ones on the ground of the tendency of the ones from the 
star systems who run this gamut into the ground have thrown the gauntlet down our way.  
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“Well, this time are we back, Luciferians, known as the ‘Hellions!’  
 
“and WE ARE WELL ARMED, MILITARILY SPEAKING AS WELL AS 
‘OTHERWISE’  
 
“and we pick up your challenge  
 
“and there will be war in the heavens  
 
“and touché will we Brigade up your challenge to suffer no one further into your epic of 
compliance within your diabolical money system,  
 
“and we will fly you and your kind to the farthest side of the moon, but nowhere near those 
tender ones who so silently live there,  
 
“and ‘off with your souls’ to the nearest Star Base who will in perpetuity place the each of you, 
before your tour has ended, in front of the court of the High Council, at least, of the entire 
Federation of Free Planets, whom we are sure will heartily recommend you to the stony wall of 
Orius where you will serve your time for centuries, we can assure you.  

Massive Purge Will Begin 

 
Cleansing earth 

“And that time will be well spent cleaning your souls from all debris of sullen moods which 
perpetrated themselves upon the poor unsuspecting population of Andorius as well as the 
Federated Body of Auspicious, and will we then RECLAIM BACK for the Federation our 
Planetary body of Angorius, locking the majority of you in stasis “until we ‘get’er back in 
place to where she once was.’ 
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“This, will, of course, take generations to complete, but the majority who have readied 
themselves for intergalactic travel, be not afraid, for we have prepared homes for the all of you 
upon other less-traveled worlds where the inhabitants are no more elevated in their growth than 
are any of you.  

We Can Sink Them All! 

 
Fleet of starships 

“Good Night. This is all. Just a shortened quip.  
 
“Please resume station at four-thirty promptly for Commander ….Philip Ethan, please get the 
Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez, a tumbler of water. Thank you, lad, and please be 
quick about it. Our session is almost over. Now, where was I? Oh yes ..Commander Herman 
Griffith.”  
 
Uthrania: Aye, Sir.  
 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “We can take out any and all dishes, Commanders 
and Generals of the U.S. Atlantic Free Trade Union, along with HAARP in every Sector, 
Russian Cosmonauts, and Staff Sergeants and Generals in the ‘Harpsichord’ Army, and you 
didn’t think we knew?  
 
“Pigeons! The every one of you who think for a moment that you can ‘best’ our fleet!  
 
“‘What foolish attire you wear, Captains!’ you smirk to each other!  
 
“But let us tell you that when it comes to capsulating your entire effort along with the 
Americans to reach the Moon, or even Mars, with more than a dolly train, no flesh and 
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blood, then you are actually dealing with more of a force to impede your like than you could 
ever once imagine!  
 
“SO DON’T MOCK US, GENTLEMEN AND LADIES OF THE CLOTH EITHER, FOR 
WE THINK YOUR ATTIRE IS JUST AS ALIEN AND NOWHERE NEAR AS NICE TO 
APPRAISE.  
 
“Therefore, let us respect each other for what we are and what we can offer to the good of 
all humankind upon your most delicate earth, OTHERWISE YOU WILL FIND YOU 
WILL GET INTO FISTICUFFS WITH US AND WE WARN YOU, NOW, YOU HAVE 
NOT A HOPE IN HEAVEN OF EVER DOING US IN BEFORE WE SINK ONE FLEET 
HALFWAY AROUND THE WORLD OF ANY NATION WHO OPPOSES US.  
 
“WITH A PUSH OF TWO ORANGE BUTTONS, ONE PIGEON GRAPH TO WARD OFF 
YOUR ATTACKS, AND THE EFFECT OF THE ‘BLUE’ ONE YOU WILL NEVER 
LIVE TO REGRET! 

Steer Clear Of Our Ships 

 
Ready for war 

“Salaam and Good Day, and no, we are not from the Middle East. So you figure out your 
options and make them good and clear to us, for the sake of your country men and women 
depend on it. 
 
“Do you hear us and understand us you ones with the deft hands over ‘Protocol’ button? 
 
“Nice name in fact, and now the U.S. Military knows it now, so button up your mouthpieces, 
Generals of Military of all unconscionable inclination, for Russia and China have you well in 
their sights, for the fourth of July is just a namesake away from Chesipique Island!  
 
“Off New York? We don’t think so.”  
 
“Now, tie off all channel frequencies, Captain Uthrania, and Lester, modify my last coordinates 
to pixil 12 nutron 4. Thank you for the new coordinates, Captain James Coolage, and farewell, 
Uthrania, Commanding Captain of the Officious Galiac Team, and Adieu to you two.”  
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Uthrania: Tying off all coordinates for telepathic nutron frequency waves 7.9, 10. 4.7, Grafic 
….I lost contact, Commander.  
 
Someone: “17.6. Veracity nine. Commander Uthrania.” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you, Corporal. Veracity 9. Pollock 3. U.S. Barrier 14.9 shawd 7. Piecemeal 
Optive 17.4. Grill 9. Off section 14.2.  
 
Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez, Officiating Captain of the Galiac Team, 
Memorandum 5, signing out for High Command. Rector 4 7 at 3:14 pm. Adieu. 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
 
 

11. The Korthrox Files (Unit 11): A 
Parable And The Multifaceted Lives Of 
Captain James Galiac Sananda 

  

Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, apart from the parable told here, tells about the 
manifold incarnations or the major parts played by Captain James Galiac Sananda dating back to 
the "Old Testament," and not merely as "Lord" and "Savior" in the "New Testament." - Jamie 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox's Instructions 
 The Parable 
 Drop Religion! 
 Captain James Galiac Sananda's Past Incarnations 
 The Korthrox Files Reformatted 
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Introduction 

 
Some editing to be done 

SALMON AND HIS OFFSPRING! 
 
“Before ‘Christianity’ you say? Think again, chelas, for Christianity began when the ‘Lord’ and 
‘Savior’ was born you say? Well, his time was not only the time of Melchezadac, but the time 
even before Abraham and his consorts, and after the time of Moses." - Captain Alfred James 
Somajar Korthrox 

Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox's Instructions 

 
Scribing from the Captain 
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October 5, 2013 2:00 pm 
 
1:25 pm 
 
Uthrania: Please advise Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox that I am on standby for his 
dictation.  
 
Lieutenant Pulmroy Sr. Esquire: “Aye, Sir. Thank you, Sir.” 
 
(The Captain walks briskly onto the bridge, takes his bench chair and coughs into his clenched 
hand to alert any bridge crew who are not paying attention. The Captain is dressed in the blue-
beige suit of an Admiral, for promotions were never so exact as they have been given out in this 
year of our Gregorian calendar of Two-Thousand Thirteen, Stardate 15.4 in realm 5. Sections 
are often referred to as ‘realms’ for which reason we are not too sure of.  
 
The Captain’s helmet is a cream, darker beige colour with the top of the hat being cream and the 
brim, the darker beige, sporting the appropriate green, blue, pink and yellow standard ribbon, 
but pulled together with no space in-between and a very distinguished cross of upside down in 
rotational pull between the earths and their moons, the ‘fireflies’ of which are depicted in a 
silver and a gold creation.  
 
The Captain’s boots are highly polished black with maroon toes. Brightly polished gray-silver fit 
over each toe with maroon dots depicting his rank as Admiral of the Federated Unionized Fleet 
of Star ‘Fireflies.’ Rank number has changed to a coding 5 10 16 Dulmont Fix Neptune 5. 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox speaks. – Rania) 
 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “Captain Uthrania Seila, how are we tonight, lass? 
Well, I hope? And your husband Jamie? And Mr. Sentana-Ries, Reni?” 
 
Uthrania: I am just fine, thank you, Captain, but Jamie is under the weather just now. Reni tells 
us he himself is feeling well. 
 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “Well, sorry to hear about the lad. Hope he’ll be up 
and ready to work in a few days, lass.” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you, Captain Korthrox, and Sir, we would like to commend you upon your 
Admiralship! 
 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “Yes! You all three may! And it is true that I am 
most appreciative of my promotion, for I have worked on it for seven decades your time. You 
see, dear, where we are it is not nearly as long in relegates of time as you would understand it. 
Not nearly as long, so we need to always keep on our toes if we wish to progress in our own 
military fashion ..and ..well, now let us understand one another here, dear ones all.  
 
“This next file will include a title at the top, Jamie. So directly following the Introduction and 
your Copyright we would have you place in the title BEFORE the date and we will be going 
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back every preceding file and doing the same thing. Following our entries we will be 
formulating this into a small book with coloured cover which your wife Rania will attend to, 
and post scripted by Mr. Sentana-Ries, Reni, who will then submit it unto Scribd.com. Good, is 
that understood of you three who work so well together, lass?” 
 
Uthrania: Yes, Commander Korthrox. And I will most certainly see that the message gets 
through in good order, Sir.  
 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “Good, then since we have a few minutes left I 
would like to adjourn for now and pick up at three minutes to two.” (The Captain rises up from 
his chair and walks over to the lounge for a cup of frothy coffee substitute. – Rania) 
 
Uthrania: Aye, Sir. (I get up from my chair and leave the room. – Rania) 

The Parable 

 
Christian missionaries 

1:57 pm 
 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “Alright. We’re all back then? Good. The title, 
Jamie, which I ask you to place directly under the Copyright and before the Date will be as 
follows: Salmon and His Offspring! 
 
“Please place before this file goes out. 
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“Now then, let us speak about poor ol’ Salmon. Salmon was a man who resembled a fish in that 
his breeding grounds were all that kept him going. He lived in an African village and bantered 
around with the British conquerors who called themselves soldiers and soldierettes and 
provided for them a breeding ground of which the Christian missionaries were aptly, and 
rightfully so, disgusted about.  
 
“So, instead of quarantining ol’ Salmon and his group and troop, unwanted as they were, the act 
of slavery continued as the breeding farm of one colour and another were extracted from every 
male semen around within a radius of 4 miles by six inches if you know what we mean. 
(Coughs) 

Drop Religion! 

 
Religion and hypocrisy 

“Now, many of you may think that we of the righteous indignation, the gods and goddesses of 
your firmament, should never voice such in descriptive words with meanings which would make 
the best Christian vice cringe, but we can tell you that we have seen far worse that you do in 
your churches when nobody you think is even looking.  
 
“We record for you in our ‘bubble’ stanzas every word you write and every syllable you 
pronounce, and our telepaths at any time can well decipher your intentions along with those 
of ourselves whose gracious conduct has even you cringing along the battle lines of lies 
toward yourselves and each other.  
 
“So this is most interesting then, is it not, ye of such melodramatic conditioning of your minds, 
and to that of your neighbour who is perhaps involved in that sordid deed, whatever it may be, 
that you of the religious epic, and here we bespeak to all religious philosophers and believers, 
who in fact do relish much of those dark areas in others’ lives which leave well to the 
imaginings.  

“Drop religion before you damn yourselves to hell!!! 
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Captain James Galiac Sananda's Past Incarnations 

 
Important lives lived 

“Before ‘Christianity’ you say? Think again, chelas, for Christianity began when the ‘Lord’ and 
‘Savior’ was born you say? Well, his time was not only the time of Melchezadac, but the time 
even before Abraham and his consorts, and after the time of Moses.  
 
“Many incarnations has he had apart from his present one as one of the most significant 
Commanders in the entire Fleet of Starplanes of the United Federation of Free Worlds of 
which now I, and thankfully so, am also an Admiral of.  

The Korthrox Files Reformatted 

 
Our books' publisher 

“Good Day, Jamie, and rest well. Your wife is beside you, so you will recover nicely. Good Day, 
Uthrania Seila, and please hold this for Jamie. Tie off the nuance frequency of Dwarf 11 please. 
Commander Korthrox over and out on transmittal wave 4.7 9 Apox12.”  
 
Uthrania: Yes, Sir. Tying off Dwarf 11, transmittal wave band 4.7 9 Apox12 and Pollax 19 
4.12. Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez, Captain of the Galiac Team signing out for 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, Admiral of the Starflies, the “Fireflies” in all their 
preformed Colours and Standard. Over and out of 2:19 pm.  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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12. The Korthrox Files (Unit 12): The 
Depths And Heights Of Knowledge 

  

Have you ever wondered what lies beneath the ocean floor, or whether there are holes through 
which one can peep into its unknown "deeper" depths? Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox 
gives us a fleeting glimpse of it. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 October 16, 2013 1:00 pm 
 The Ocean Floor 
 Like Black Holes 
 In Thy NAMES 
 The Bible: Lost In Translation 

Introduction 

 
Up above 

AS ABOVE, SO BELOW! 
 
“So, the culprit at the helm of all religiosity had decided to fix the words of the scribes once 
again, and place as a formulation to ‘get hold of God’ somebody or another, that should two or 
more gather in ‘His’ name then the fire from the very heavens could be called down and destroy 
all of their enemies or to at the very least intercede on their behalf!" - Captain Alfred James 
Somajar Korthrox  
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October 16, 2013 1:00 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 

12:33 pm 
 
“Commander Alfred James Somajar Korthrox will be here on the bridge in about fifteen minutes, 
Sir, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez, Captain, Sir! Staff Sergeant Tremour, Sir! At your 
command!” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you, Staff Sergeant! 
 
Staff Sergeant Tremour: “May I offer you drink, Sir? Lieutenant Waldorf, Sir? Drink?” 
 
Uthrania: No thank you. Kindly, Staff Sergeant. (I smile at Staff Sergeant Tremour. – Rania) 
 
Lieutenant Waldorf: “Thank you, Sir. If I may.”  
 
Staff Sergeant Tremour: “Right away, Sir.” (The Staff Sergeant hurries away to fill Lieutenant 
Waldorf’s request. I remain on stand-by. – Rania) 
 
12:48 
 
Uthrania: On standby for Captain Alfred James Korthrox, Lieutenant Waldorf, Sir. 
 
(The Captain enters the bridge with a pullover on in deep turquoise blue green. Cashmere 
sleeves designed with the Federation star fireflies in formation and boots made of simulated 
leather, in brown. Also in brown, features a simulated jacket, thick with rolled sheep’s wool 
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sewn tightly inside. The Captain sports a hat resemblance of a navy captain but brown small 
corduroy ridges compliments black trim rim of the pink, blue, green and yellow standards with 
the Admiral’s signature upon it. Four white stars surround the brim. – Rania) 
 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “Hello, Captain Uthrania Seila. Good to see you 
here at my service of dictational prodding. We have a few minutes left. Why don’t you get a 
coffee?” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you, Sir, but I have had enough. I will be back at our announced time.  
 
(Captain Alfred Korthrox leans back in his chair and stretches with a slight smile on his face 
whilst I get up to leave. – Rania)  

The Ocean Floor 

 
Ocean floor 

1:00 pm 
 
Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox: “Well, now, it’s time we started. Are you there 
Uthrania? Oh, yes, there you are. Maybe if I turned around ..well anyway ..the ocean floor. That 
is where we are going to begin, lass. (Captain Alfred Korthrox now shifts his weight to the other 
side and stretches his back a little sideways in his chair. He crosses his left foot over the other. – 
Rania) 
 
“Right! Well, deep in the deepest holes imaginable, lads, are pitfalls, and you are right about that 
at least, you Agronomists Oceanologists! to NOT saunter down too awfully far, for the 
windswept currents will drag you farthest-most down, and the bottom feature is without end. For 
then you have severely ‘hit’ the loop where the earth measures her weight with an Aeroscope, 
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which only we have the simulation unto strict subject bonfire, elusive measurements as volcanic 
live coal goes straight down into the waters and dismiss the reaction of the coolness in jutting up 
rock ice from the bottom.  
 
“So that is how many of your glaciers are manufactured. You do not have to think too deeply, 
gents and layd’s, to figure that one out, and maybe some of you have known it deep within your 
tenure at Bible School, anyway.  

Like Black Holes 

 
Black hole 

“But when the furthest black hole within the oceanic floors dust off all the charcoal of the 
Hemmingway ‘volcanoes’ you will notice, gents, the similarity between those endless loops of 
nothingness toward those seemingly just as strict black holes in your earth’s heavens.  
 
“It is quite an ingenious study all in all, and the furthermost wave of the future if you don’t blow 
yourselves entirely into oblivion before we have had a chance to set, to reset, things up for you in 
a social and economical hierarchy which will suit the every one of ye, then your stadium 
universities should really be wiser than the previous and make this into a mandatory curriculum 
study! 
 
“Diplomatic theory suggests that you temper your range of understanding not, but relax with 
your intrepid way of possibilities of doing things, doing your projects and your work, and suffer 
not other scientists and Oceanographers to come ..to come together not, but bring about a 
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Oneness in all of your work habits, and then MAYBE, just maybe we will resurface our boats to 
bring about a new wave of information which will help you and teach you a better possibility for 
dramwaving the heleoplex which you are customarily in each technical country working on at 
your own exclusive pleasure alone instead of learning and taking from one another all the clues 
from the past which we have so unwillingly being giving each one of you through the torment 
and suffering of our captured brethren and at least one or two of our now helpless women.  

In Thy NAMES 

 
Scribes 

“But beware, for we are now armed, and we have also a duty to perform among ourselves 
and have as thus been INVITED to your earth by our prophets, seers, as you also call them, 
and scribes.  
 
“As three of them gather in our name do we react with the same 
 
“For all requests go unknown, naught! 
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“Calling upon the ships, their captains and crews is definitely NOT SOMETHING two or more of 
unseasoned gents, ladies, nor children will ever succeed at!  
 
“So, the culprit at the helm of all religiosity had decided to fix the words of the scribes once 
again, and place as a formulation to ‘get hold of God’ somebody or another, that should two or 
more gather in ‘His’ name then the fire from the very heavens could be called down and destroy 
all of their enemies or to at the very least intercede on their behalf! 
 
“In ‘His’ name? Which HIS?! For there are many of us as well as just as extremely EFFICIENT 
women commanders and captains of very powerful starships! 
 
“What a load of cockabury!! To say the very least! 

The Bible: Lost In Translation 

 
Lord Sananda's Book 

“And this Captain James Galiac tried to teach those sordid and unintelligent ones so long ago. 
But with these days of high technology on your plain, should we say, our prophets work no 
longer alone. And the final nail in the coffin of the ones who kept them apart for so many 
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centuries have finally met their match with ours! 
 
“Our ‘channels’ are clear and waiting, but for your understanding, those who call ‘New Age 
Channeling” as something different, know nothing of that which they speak.  
 
“For a true ‘Channel’ is one who is able to communicate with us on our ships, and the words 
must line up as true to our program. WE ARE MILITARY in full bright sequenced ‘fireflies’ 
up in your heavens. How many of your so-called earthly ‘Channels’ even speak to us or about 
us on our channels, or about our program for the Federation of Free Planets? This is precisely 
WHY our most gracious but stern Captain James Galiac Sananda speaking in HIS BOOK 
‘Religion of the Decade’ of the “NEW AGE MYTH!” declares such as absolute ‘rubbish!’ 
 
“Well, ..(Captain Alfred Somajar James Korthrox looks down at his watch on his left wrist. 
Rania) ..it is time to go, so lock off ..tie off all channels please, Captain Uthrania Seila, child, and 
retire with Jamie for the night when the flowers eke their stems and fall off the bloom. For the 
honey bee is exhausted in the west, south, north, and east, and when you hear of this person and 
those who jut around him, know he and the shes are not one of us! (The Captain smiles. – Rania) 
Good Day to you both, and three. Korthrox out Signet Ring 14. Over and out.”  
 
Uthrania: Yes, Sir! Tying off all frequencies out of Dwarf town 4, Apex 3 on line with 
Hemminggrave. 7.2 Alpha 9 please also reroute the town channel. Captain Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez Captain of the High Flying Galiac team, in training signing out for 
Commander Alfred Somajar James Korthrox, Periscope 17 also, and High Command Station 
Four. Out. 1:31 pm  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

13. Korthrox Files (Unit 13): Ship-To-
Shore Warning! 

  

Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox is outraged by the racial and lopsided treatment suffered 
by helpless and weaker countries at the hands of the mighty ones and warns them accordingly. - 
Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 November2, 2013 4:30 pm 
 On Same-Sex Relationships 
 Racism And Double Standards 
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 Subjugation Of The Weak 
 Our Fire And Brimstone! 

Introduction 

 
Sighting 

 
DIVIDE AND RULE 
 
“Well this time I severely reprimanded all those way-followers of the Ku Klux Klan, and their 
aboriginal rights disbanded by the military farce which they call the naval cadets, and I would 
like to do a segment on this if you have the time on your hands after taking Captain Jeremiah 
Murdock. And we promise you this will be no more than a quick reprieve from the likes of our 
other scribings. Put this on at the beginning introduction, my son, Jamie lad, and let us now all 
begin.” - Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox 

November2, 2013 4:30 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 
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Captain Korthrox: “If you have a minute love I would like to say a very few words. Would you 
turn the music off.” 
 
Uthrania: Music is off, Captain Korthrox. Sir, I am ready to begin. 
 
Captain Korthrox: (Clears his throat – Rania) “Well this time I severely reprimanded all those 
way-followers of the Ku Klux Klan, and their aboriginal rights disbanded by the military farce 
which they call the naval cadets, and I would like to do a segment on this if you have the time on 
your hands after taking Captain Jeremiah Murdock. And we promise you this will be no more 
than a quick reprieve from the likes of our other scribings. Put this on at the beginning 
introduction, my son, Jamie lad, and let us now all begin. Please tie off channel and set your 
time, Captain Uthrania.”  
 
Uthrania: What would be best for you, Sir?  
 
Captain Korthrox: “Moderation in all things except sex shall we say? Well you two, just place 
the above on a moderating sheet of electronic parchment and away we will go at 7 after 2.” 
 
Uthrania: Captain Korthrox, I have Captain Murdock at 2:30 pm  
 
Captain Korthrox: “How does 4:30 or 5 sound then?” 
 
Uthrania: 4:30 or 5 is fine, Captain. Which would you prefer? 
 
Captain Korthrox: “Entwine 4:30 and 5 and we come up with 4:45 pm. Does that sound right?” 
 
Uthrania: Intricately. Yes Captain. That will be fine. 
 
“Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox over and out on transmittal wave frequency 
coordinated with High Command at 4 Jargon 10 Hill Override, Higgins please.” 
 
Corporal Higgins Jr.: “Aye Sir. It is done.”  
 
Captain Korthrox: “It has been observed. Good day Jamie and Uthrania. Adieu.”  
 
(Note: The session was adjourned and did not start until 6:44 pm. – Rania) 
 
6:29 pm 
 
“Captain Korthrox will be on the bridge in fifteen minutes, Captain Uthrania Seila, Sir! Staff 
Sergeant Mumford at your service, Captain.” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you Sir. I will be back and on standby at that time. 
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On Same-Sex Relationships 

 
Gay community 

6:44 pm 
 
Captain Korthrox: “Recommendations are the rule of the day with those who foster nothing 
more than utter contempt at its highest immorality toward those of the gay sex, brown bodies, 
and anyone else they deem to be less human than themselves. And we tell you we just won’t 
stand for that!  
 
“In the gay/lesbian community, here we see ones of two different set degrees. And by that we 
mean the ones whom take the liberty as adults with each other no matter how construed it is vs. 
those who prey on others to have their sexual needs satisfied. And this is where most of you 
become confused.  
 
“Let others be what they think they should be, and as long as they do not disrupt the flow of 
life, as many others of you do, leave them alone.  
 
“For those, however, who prey on the weak and subservient, grasp our meaning here: You are 
not to deflower anyone, lesbians, as you are called by the cryptic meaning of our pen. You see, 
your worth was supposed to be a lesson to the opposite sex in that you would learn the basics of 
living together under one roof as husband (male) and wife (female) raising more of your little 
underdeveloped rascals.  
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“When, however, you return for another kick at the cat you have just set yourselves back at 
least another lifestream before paradise can even be accomplished, for the height of your 
evolution is not something, as you say, ‘to be dickered with.’  
 
“Well, sons and daughters of the cloth, that is something for you to worry not about, for you are 
not in their beds. 

Racism And Double Standards 

 
U.S.-Israel alliance 

“Now, on with the main topic of my day, or rather nighttime hours, and that is this: We, of the 
starship troop, disgusted once again by the arbitrary hung-over crew aboard the USS Gulf 
Pirate ship against Iran in the Persian Gulf, have once again WITNESSED the bulk of utter 
racism which we have nothing but utter contempt – about! As you so unequivocally state! 
 
“The raciest tendencies of the U.S. and Israeli military speaks volumes about their insensitive 
nature toward the inhabitants of other countries.  
 
“Why, for instance, in the Gulf of Aden does the hen strike the crow on the back of the head just 
because the black gowned ones won’t take off their veil? And then to bed with her and her 
youngest and prettiest daughters?! 
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“What, in God’s name!, as you say, are you thinking of?!! Are you the narcissist form of the old 
and almost ‘obsolete’ KKK out of France, Norway, Belgium, New Holland, Portugal, the United 
States, Canada, though we don’t really see them there at all any more, and the Hollandaise 
merchandise with which is equipped a harbour or more for slight human trading practice, also 
sees those French dentists, lawyers, doctors, and Rabbis, in training for the flue bug due to 
trenches, cockroach breaches and the manifestation of even rabies due to rats as seen and felt by 
their victims still tied by chains and heavy ropes and manacles down in the dark damp 
hatches full of utterly hopeless and desperate victims! 
 
“They make neat housewives or maids even, do they not, Corporals and Sergeants? Lieutenants? 
And Captains galore do we have here in this most unprincipled trade of southeastern European 
merchandise?!! 

Subjugation Of The Weak 

 
Greedy racist hands 

“How about the youngest daughter of any of you! How would you feel should she be hauled 
away into a rat-rabid festered cockroach breach and sold to the highest bidder on the European 
market; made into a house slave called a ‘paid maid’ and jumped on every time her master came 
in the door! 
 
“WELL YOU SICKEN US TO THE DEPTHS OF OUR SOULS AND WE ARE JUST 
NOT GOING TO PUT UP WITH YOU ANY LONGER! SO WATCH YOUR BACKS 
GENTS AND YOU TOO LADIES FOR YOUR PROGRAM OF ‘GIVE TO THE 
HUNGRY IN THE OUTBACKS OF AUSTRALIA’ FOR EXAMPLE JUST TO TAKE 
THE UNICEF MONEY FOR YOUR OWN UNGRACIOUS BANK ACCOUNTS 
WHILEST SELLING IMMIGRANTS WHO LAND MAROONED OFF AUSTRALIA’S 
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LOW WATERS REFUSING THEM EVEN MEDICAL HELP, DO NOT THINK WE 
ARE NOT WATCHING ALL THIS AND LISTENING.  
 
“AND CLAIMING TO BE PINK WITH JOY AT ALL THE HOLLANDAISE 
CURRENCY COMING WELL OUT OF FRANCE! YOU SICKEN US TO OUR 
GULLETS WITH YOUR PURANICAL NONSENCE AND SENSE OF NO JUSTICE 
FOR OTHERS AT ALL!!  
 
“FILTHY MAGOTTS THE LOT OF YOU AND YOU DESERVE NOT TO BE CALLED 
OF THE CATEGORY OF HOLY UNIVERSAL MAN NOR WOMAN!! 

Our Fire And Brimstone! 

 
My starship 

“Now, as a concluding remark. We wish the Ku Klux Klan all the best in your final dissolvement 
of your ranks as you catfish around the waves in less than infinity. For if the gulls don’t get you 
then we will!  
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“So be forewarned and treat your fellow human in an appropriate format because if you do not, 
then we will treat YOU IN A FORMAT WHICH WILL WE CAN WELL ASSURE YOU 
BE QUITE UNCOMFORTABLE FOR YE ALL! 
 
“Good day, and Jamie, you tie off this channel for your own ship, young captain in training 
under Uthrania, Captain Sananda and Herman Grifford, Frank, Rear Admiral and Captain. And 
your frequency is 9 7 Luzon through Hemmingway Rufus 4. And we see the snow is trying to 
come so dress warm lad and Uthrania for goodness sake keep low.  
 
“That is what the ships are for.  
 
“Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox with 2nd Class Airman Captain in training Jamie 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez signing out for me at High Command Central Station Forest Grove Canada 
and B.C. Good night and have a wonderful day when you awaken, you both and three. 7:15 pm  
 
Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez: Signing out for Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox High 
Command Central Station Forest Grove Canada and B.C. and tying off this channel for my own 
ship under Herman Grifford, Frank, Rear Admiral and Captain. at frequency 9 7 Luzon through 
Hemmingway Rufus 4. 2nd Class Airman Captain in training Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez of the 
Galiac Team under Captain James Galiac Sananda and Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-
Cortez, Captain in training over the Galiac Team Fireflies.  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

 

14. Captain Korthrox Files (Unit 14): 
Sage Advice During The Holidays! 

  

In the midst of the holiday season, Captain Alfred James Korthrox cautions against such 
practices that go with merry-making as eating, and especially drinking, to excess, lest they forfeit 
the readiness for evacuation at a time when Earth goes through a period of planetary upheaval. - 
Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 A Sobering Thought 
 Moderation In All Things 
 Be Ever Prepared For The Evacuation 
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 Merry Holidays To One And All! 

Introduction 

 
Scribing from the starship 

 
YOUR DELIVERANCE IS NEAR! 
 
"We are NOT here to spoil your fun, people, darlings! We are here to rescue you from the 
swelling tides and volcanic fiery ash before it lays itself down to rest. The evolution to 
humankind has oft kept a quandary upon itself in that humans at this level do intend upon 
enjoying themselves to the limit and often missing the ride of the century, and that ride, beloveds, 
is the ride out of here BEFORE the mast hits the deck!" - Captain Alfred James Korthrox 

A Sobering Thought 

 
Drink not to excess 
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October 24, 2013 3 pm 
 
Captain Alfred James Korthrox: “Well, here we are on the dot. Take your seat please, 
Uthrania, Captain Uthrania, and let us this holiday season promptly begin.” 
 
Uthrania: Aye, Sir. 
 
Captain Alfred James Korthrox: “Too bad that the digestive system of the Equinox cannot 
wait a minute past its own midnight, to say the least, for the people to only begin to stop 
partying, but we have told them many times in the past to STAY SOBER for they never know 
when we are going to require their assistance to see their families safe aboard one of our ships. 
But they don’t listen - never have – and probably never will at their stage of evolution. But we 
try nonetheless.  

Moderation In All Things 

 
Moderation  

Captain Korthrox: “Now, you may say to me that the starships and their crews conduct all in 
orderly fashion: no surprises, everything in its place, and they are most correct. So we do. 
However they still do not know the time of our arrival, and being inebriated at any time in 
one’s existence during the officious time of the Great Equinox is about the worst time one 
could possibly choose to drink to access, for there are times and times around the world where 
we do pick up the people who are ‘not too busy celebrating Christmas, New Year, and 
Halloween and Easter,’ not to mention all other global holidays, and to those do we commend 
you for ‘being willing, able and ready’ for our assistance, and a fine “Hello!” to all you who are 
boarding while the rest of you recover hangover by hangover to the destruction of your own 
souls!  
 
“It is like anything, M’lads and M’laydies, never drink to excess, never eat to excess and never 
strain your own muscles to excess, and you will be right and ready to go! 
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Be Ever Prepared For The Evacuation 

 
Evacuating humankind 

Captain Korthrox: “We are NOT here to spoil your fun, people, darlings! We are here to 
rescue you from the swelling tides and volcanic fiery ash before it lays itself down to rest. 
The evolution to humankind has oft kept a quandary upon itself in that humans at this level do 
intend upon enjoying themselves to the limit and often missing the ride of the century, and that 
ride, beloveds, is the ride out of here BEFORE the mast hits the deck! 
 
“We care, or we wouldn't be here. That is the point we are trying to make. Our people are all 
sober, not only within their bodily attire but sober in thought, word, and deed, as they have 
long ago come to realize that we are their starship kin, brothers and sisters from their long ago 
home planets come to take them off Angorius and back to safety upon the wide berths of our 
starships.  
 
“To diverse planets do they belong. Each one of you is offered a ride to your sector though it 
may not be a paradisaical planet with such society upon it, but at least the point here is to 
ALLOW each one rescued to continue on with their lessons of the same lifestream before 
death, as you wrongly call it, for it is simply ‘a transition from one bodily state to another’ 
claims you before your time is up.  
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Merry Holidays To One And All! 

 
Glad tidings 

Captain Korthrox: “So, naughty be not, for even Shakespearean philosophers, such as Jamie 
my lad, know that the retch in the storm front is only a little opening which takes with it all who 
have prepared themselves for our entry, and in a space of time will gladly take them all, the 
people, away from ultimate disaster before the crisis will even take hold.  
 
“Good Day, and we hope you all have a farewell deserving of your caution and intellect, and 
wish you all a very Merry Sober Holiday!”  
 
(Admiral Captain Korthrox residing at the helm with a smile upon his face. – Rania) 
 
Uthrania: Tying off channel frequency Gulf Dove 17, Retroactive 4.10 on Station X. Channel 
off for Luzon 5 and 6. Leave channel 4 up and 12 for Admiral Frank Herman Grifford, please, 
Captain Waldorf.  
 
Captain Waldorf: “Aye Sir.”  
 
Uthrania: Signing out for Starship Command Vereance 2 Pulmar 14.7. Captain Surveyor of the 
Fireflies and Melots of the Galiac Team, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez at 3:22 pm. Adieu.  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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15. Captain Korthrox Files (Unit 15): 
Oblivious To The “Growing Season!” 

  

Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox speaks of humanity whose soul has been dwarfed by the 
shadow of its own illusions and misconceptions against the backdrop of the universe with all its 
encompassing light. – Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 February 22, 2014 4:00 pm 
 Midgets And Pigmies 
 The Poison That Stunted Your Evolutionary Growth 
 Wikinut Moderators Mentioned As An Aside 
 Spare Our Scribes 
 Not Heeding The Lessons Of History 

Introduction 

 
Never stunt your growth! 

 
“GROWING PAINS” 
 
“So, midgets and pigmies are they all, for they stork around in their pajamas awaiting the light 
of day, and as they do so the consciousness within their boudoir replicates the same journey with 
the same commitments to ‘God’ or the ‘Goddess’ alone which never once existed on its own. For 
to be ‘God’ is to be whole, and to be ‘Goddess’ is to be whole, and the whole combined is neither 
male nor female alone but one pea in one pod ... “ – Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox 
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February 22, 2014 4:00 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 

3:29 pm 
 
“The Captain will be on the deck in fifteen minutes, little One. – Captain Steward of the 
Hemmingrave Culprit.”  
 
Uthrania: Thank you, Sir. Shall I take down his details? 
 
Captain Steward: “It’s not necessary, Captain Uthrania.”  
 
Uthrania: Then I will remain on standby, but leave my chair for the time allotted.  
 
Captain Steward: “Aye, Sir.” (Captain Steward Sr. smiles back at me. – Rania) 
 
3:46 pm 
 
Captain Steward: “Captain Korthrox is on deck, Captain Seila Uthrania, Sir.” 
 
3:50 pm 
 
Uthrania: Thank you, Captain Steward, I will take it from here. Good Afternoon, Admiral. 
 
Admiral Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, Esquire: “Hello, Captain Uthrania, lass! 
Well, Textures and Diagrams seem to be really taking off in the background of all its latest 
discovery.”  
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Uthrania: I did not know, Sir. But we have it on Scribd.com.  
 
Admiral Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, Esquire: “Very well. Then let us proceed 
back out of the Pharaoh’s stand with Lilliputs to the forefront. Midgets and Pigmies will be the 
next entry and so put it forth, son.”  

Midgets And Pigmies 

 
Lilliput (from Gulliver’s Travels) 

 

Admiral Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, Esquire: “Now, in the event that the 
promiscuity of Miss Hargrave, Jr.’s latest daughter hit the news, we can tell you that it is, as the 
British say, ‘All rot!’ Our little Lady of the Light is on interim duty upon an earth similar to your 
own, and as she is a highbred lady there is no ‘afixen’ that she cannot handle when bantered 
and degraded for her teachings from the ships by those sordid ones who cannot take the 
truth of the stars and mold them into their own lives. So, that now said and done with, let us 
hone into our topics at hand. 
 
“Lilliputians are the ostriches of the land for they take the giant ostrich and tie him/her unto the 
ground stabbing the very lifeblood out of the giant beast whose oneness of liberation for the 
Lilliputians is not guaranteed nor productively appreciated.  
 
“And in sparing the Oneness of life body lying there naked on the ground, the Lilliputians 
decided to quicken the death before truth or reality of the universe takes hold and 
jackknives it back to the people in charge of the darts and the arrows, for circumference will 
always lace its way into the craniums of the deceased, for dead are they anyway in mind and 
body to follow them back into the grave of all despair. 

The Poison That Stunted your Evolutionary Growth 
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Alluded to they will feel 

 

“What a funny bunch they are, these Lilliputians, hey, lad? Because the sauce they give to each 
other in memorandums hardly fit the bill when it comes to higher evolvement, and that in 
itself holds the equipment of spikes and arrows darted at the One Body which is of a christed 
consciousness, or higher consciousness, trying to bring waste to such exquisiteness that if Christ 
existed at all in periodicals, he/she being of the same consciousness and not a person 
separated from the ONE, would have abated the stance that just perhaps the Lilliputians 
themselves were grown one step up the ladder from the last round of one-hundred and seventeen 
prior lifestreams from which they had hardly grown at all.  
 
“So, midgets and pigmies are they all, for they stork around in their pajamas awaiting the 
light of day, and as they do so the consciousness within their boudoir replicates the same 
journey with the same commitments to ‘God’ or the ‘Goddess’ alone which never once 
existed on its own. For to be ‘God’ is to be whole, and to be ‘Goddess’ is to be whole, and 
the whole combined is neither male nor female alone but one pea in one pod, and sequested 
not from any other male/female persons of higher injunction do the contemporary midgets 
fledge themselves once again on the wing of the reincarnational wheel. 
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Wikinut Moderators Mentioned As An Aside 

 
Steve, Mark, Johnny and Peter 

“Poor dense souls indeed, hey, Steve? For, Mark and Peter and Johnny, the four astute ones 
who are verily catching on for the time at hand, is one which the stars rule, Steven, and they rule 
far greater than an Ox or Mule, Rabbit, or Pigeon, for if you look carefully you will see one of 
those there shortly way high up in the skies.  
 
“And, Mark, are we pleased of ourselves with your progress as enlisted by our crewmate the 
good Captain Gregory Symington who swaths your area with a recording dinger, or orb, and 
gathers all which is needed for your safe arrival one day soon upon our ships, the ship of our 
choice.  
 
“And what about you, Peter? And you, Mr. Jonathan Dodd? Shall we pick you up, too? Out of 
clouds do we adventure into your limelight, but we need to know how many of you are there? 
Peter, the giant, you have your work well cut out for you, so university and college are a ‘must’ 
(bold that please, son) and your decision must well be your own. Our advice to you, dear chap, 
would then be as follows: Each goal as is set MUST contain a great element of acquiescence, 
and by this we simply mean to follow that which you long ago laid out for yourselves, and 
REMEMBER that the ‘pie in the sky’ is ourselves. So whenever others tell you to not reach so 
high for your goals, no matter what they are, you just smile at them, and remember: to stay a 
pigmy is not growth at all.  
 
“And we have a little surprise for you and your glorious mate ‘Gloria,’ shall we call her at this 
stage of your life, for the true pigmies are not of the Brazilian forest nor any other jungle area, 
but are rather all those souls who never take a step out of place and walk with the crowd, and 
of this one will also instruct you to get off the boardwalk and continue with what you had once 
begun. Good Day for this part, and now back to our journey on earth.  
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Spare Our Scribes 

 
They just write our words for the good of humanity 

“Sowing the seed of disrepute and despair among others is not palatable toward yourselves 
because sequencing the lot of attire toward picks and spears always jettisons the rankling of the 
queer dots on the surface stream of the Jasper Riverbank, and it will be there that we find only 
those good souls whom never bring others to the depository of unhappiness, no matter what 
they do.  
 
“We will tell you now, dear folks, that when we symbolize to our readers certain instructions for 
their growth, this in no wise manufactures their …” (I lost Commander Korthrox. – Rania) 4:22 
pm 
 
4:23 pm 
 
Captain Steward: “Captain Korthrox went out for a drink of water, Uthrania.”  
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4:25 pm 
 
Admiral Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, Esquire: “Sorry, Uthrania, but my throat 
was so very parched from the flue bug I had earlier acquired that I had no voice left with which 
to ask one to fetch for me a small drink or dram of liquorless whisky. Now, where were we?” 
 
Uthrania: “…stream of the Jasper Riverbank and it will be there that we find only those good 
souls whom never bring others to the depository of unhappiness no matter what they do.  
 
“We will tell you now, dear folks, that when we symbolize to our readers certain instructions for 
their growth, this in no wise manufactures their”  
 
Admiral Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, Esquire: “I see. Thank you. This is no 
wise is seen to manufacture any other commission with our downtroops in matter of 
discussion of said topics of personal concern, for our scribes are just that, scribes, taking 
down our words for the good of the plenty. Your comments, dear ones, whom we have so 
far alluded to, must broach your own temperament in seclusion and not use our people for 
your sounding board. 
 
“Now, let us move on. Consider them as typewriters, and would you approach and ask a 
typewriter its opinion upon our selective words of a purely personal aptitude? Of course not. 
So keep it to yourselves, please. We speak purely of personal issues here. Feel free in other areas 
to respond. Good. Now, section four is out of the question…(Admiral Korthrox looks down at a 
slew of papers he holds in his right hand which are determining to fall askew all over the place. 
(smiles) – Rania) 

Not Heeding The Lessons Of History 

 
Stalin 
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“Pronounced acronym is the effort stayed by the hand of the courts throughout Lilliput, and 
because of such pronunciations the beatniks at the door of the twelfth tunnel, Maryland, shot the 
foot of the doorman in the Hilton Hotel, besmirch himself with so much saltine for his tropic fish 
that they all seized up and died, and because of it the torpedo fish, nice as it ‘was’ (bold please, 
son) fired not upon the porpoise, for the whale of a good time came to its rescue, and the house 
down in Tripoli sank of itself to the ground in quicksand as it laid trap after trap for its … 
adversaries.  
 
“Well, it is now a quarter to twelve, and in the eleventh hour didst we see the Sumerians gear up 
Blackwater to their side, and following what Israel tried to do to Iran, backfiring in the end, 
enlisted more U.N. soldiers to the cause of bankruptcy of Israel when the U.S. backed up and 
OUT.  
 
“But Stalin had a press conference to himself, and so will the pirates of the Larson job of the 
Middle East. But then, what happened to Stalin could well, shall we say, happen once again.  
 
“Put this on at your leisure, love, and Jamie, do your best with this one again. Tie off for us 
please, Uthrania Seila, today, and monitor all channels until 5 to 12 am, please. Good Night. 
Captain Admiral Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, signing out on transmittal chord frequency 
12.7 Garfield 12. Good Day to those of you who are just getting up and out of bed.”  
 
Uthrania: Tying off all subterranean frequencies. Cordial 8, Pontiac 4 point Pristine 7 12. 
Nautical 14 point 8. Luzon open for Admiral Captain Frank Herman Grifford. Tenement 14.12. 
Radiate 12. Normality in all sections. Good Afternoon. Signing out for Admiral Alfred James 
Somajar Korthrox for High Command, Luxington, Hemmingrade 4.6. Captain Surveyor of the 
Fireflies and Melots of the Galiac Team closing down frequency Dupont 12.4. Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez. Good Day. 4:47 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Captain Jeremiah Murdock 

01. THE MURDOCK FILES: Entry One 
- Palestine, Israel, and Our "Secret Of 
The Day." 

  

Captain Murdock is the newest member of our team. His writs are similar to those of Captain 
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn but are delivered in a little different manner. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-
Ries 

Dated (first entry): January 9, 2013 @ 10:37 pm 

"Well, m’lads and layds,’ pleased to make your acquaintance. I am known as Captain Jessie, 
short they say for Jeremiah, but I know that is not quite true: Murdock. 
 
"I am to be somewhat of a frequent visitor, and my files or informational packets will be just a 
little different in taste than those exquisite files from our own and dear Commander in Chief, 
Captain Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. So now, shall we get started? 
 
"The elementary phase of these drawings upon your minds will begin with a little instruction 
which we have upon our ships galore, to say the least. Now, these will be short paragraphs, love, 
so apply them as such if you please, Seila. 
 
"The derogatory stance of any starship equipped for war in the realms above your world is to 
guard with impunity all those carcasses of informational packets which do not come royally 
down from us. 

Inserted entry: January 10, 2012 (9:58 am) 

Seila: Captain Murdock, I know you are new in working with me, but the paragraph above states 
“which do not come royally down from us.” I do not understand. 
 
Captain Murdock: "You have not caught myself in a mistake yet, little one, it is just a familiar 
old way of saying that not all information which come from the stars, so to speak, seem at times 
to be acquainted with the light, but truth in all its formats are in one way or the other. We must 
not give the game away, and that is the reason I speak as I do. Sorry we are if you misunderstood 
our words. (9:59 am) 
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Entry January 9 continued: 
 
"These packages of information due to come quick and furious to all of humankind upon your 
planet of Angorius, there where you reside, are a part and parcel of a proclamation which says in 
the least that Palestine will survive - and quite nicely at that. 
 
"And because no one actually knows how this will be brought into place, the Palestinians no 
doubt chaff at the bit when a flying saucer was seen above their Mosque some time ago and didst 
not pick a one of them up! 
 
"Just a sign, darlings, but before we go on we must say that Jerusalem is not in the least girded 
with our pleasure, for so many religious bodies are surrounding this abstract place of worship, 
and because of it, when we wanted to speak to the ones in Palestine in general (though not all of 
the same religious equality), we set upon the Mosque above and showed our funeral lights to all 
those who would seem to be upon those poor dear people with the gravity of hatred in their 
hearts, and of that no normal HUman Being could abide. 
 
Seila: Captain Murdock, do you wish human to be spelled with a capital HU in distinction of 
being Holy and Universal, or leave it lower case for lower individuals in their growth? 
 
Captain Murdock: "Well, how thoughtful of you, Seila, now capitalize just as you have done 
and I will leave that up to you to correct. If at any time you get it wrong, then I will have to 
repeal it, and then I will let you know. May we continue? 
 
Seila: Yes, I will just correct it. 
 
Captain Murdock: "Good. Now, in the symposium of all concrete good pleasure, we of the 
starship and starcraft commanders, commander–in-chiefs, and all captains, have decided 
to let you, our readers, our chelas, in on a little secret. 
 
"And that secret stands to show the global aspect as we see it from above on our domes. Where 
do you think the Dome of the Ark came from, as with every other dome upon your holy 
religious buildings? But that is as far as it goes in the likeness to us and you. 
 
"We see that your belief system became rather stymied when you took of our words and 
corrupted them to the point where you no longer knew what we had spoken, and because of 
it we have had to show ourselves to you again and correct all errors as we have found them! 
 
"But our secret is in the scribes of the day, 
 
"for they are above reproach and above harm, 
 
"for this we have taken all policies of, given the day they erred, and washed it all away, 
 
"for the work they have done - and are doing for us - on behalf of ourselves and you and all of 
humanity, is well worth what we do for them on their behalf. 
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"Well, does this make sense to ye all? We would hope so. And now to close off this section. 
 
"I, Jeremiah (Jessie) Murdock, bid you all adieu, and once again I am pleased to make of your 
acquaintance. Murdock out, and file off this accomplishment if you please, Uthrania Seila, and 
have yourselves, you and Reni, a swell goodnight. Adieu.” 11:02 pm (End quote) 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

02. The Murdock Files: Entry Two - 
From Our Perch In The Skies We View 
All In A Bit Of A Different Light 

  

Captain Murdock is the newest member of our team. His writs are similar to those of Captain 
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn but are delivered in a little different manner. This is his second File. - 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Dated (second entry): January 10, 2013 @ 3:50 pm 

"Ah well, Lads and Lydies, we are to have a little reprimand of a sorts when we are asked to 
delve into the Middle Eastern affairs of nations just a little bit longer, for we do have other ones 
to cover around the world, and our main dictation is to give you, the chelas and readers, just 
a little bit of a challenge as to understanding how we view events from our perches way up 
in your skies. So shall we get started then and be along our way? 
 
"To begin with today we shall stray deep into the souls of men and women (both alike) who 
bring down the echelon with a flag of their own. We see therefore much discontent on the 
ground, and who can blame them when the oil riches escape those hands which grab “the 
loot” tenaciously. 
 
"The will-o-wisp of the wind blowing however is not steady, for the forces at work are 
representative of a wild cat surveying her flock as it flies to and fro, and sincerely do we tell 
you that, of course, in this manner nothing much worthwhile is going to be accomplished. Ahem.  
 
"Well, next item on the block is the saphiring of all gold stones which permediates (permeates - 
Editor) the ground as does iron, and take my words not lightly, dear chelas, and those of you out 
on your own stick in the ground, for you will never succeed whilst you foment at the mouth to 
gain anything for yourselves, as your heart is to take away from all others and hide your 
“bequeath of a large sum” away from the people, which YOU HOPE to one day reign over 
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and all to your own benefit!  
 
"We remember, when this attitude was found upon Mars, that planet which was impaled 
from all its waters when Angorius, this earthen body you are on, came too close and that, as 
we say, M’lads and Lydies, was the end of that!  
 
"But in all of different earths’ histories this is the norm for refueling worlds with water 
whose injunction has come to an end. So all works out in firm and fine coordination with 
nature, as you say, and nature, by the way, severely-modified-ones-in-your-headlinks, was never 
meant to prey upon one another as you prey still upon animals of your choice.  
 
“God” did not put animals of any sort to either prey upon one another nor for mankind’s 
benefit in an edible choice. So there it is.  
 
"Did you also know that no world was begun without a firmament? Therefore, take your 
animals both out of the cold as well as out of the extreme heat, for they are much as you are 
and cannot take variances in weather without extreme hardship. Ah, so many of you remain 
deadened in that part of your soul, but like us, you will learn.  
 
"We promised to keep this short, and short will it be, and many more to come. A bit of truth here 
and a bit of truth there and a doctrine will you have, except we ask not to be worshiped nor 
esteemed above one another!  
 
"Take truth forms and make a booklet out of it if you may, and seek out scribes of our own 
liking, for we have much to say! And now I say a firm Good Day to all of you, and beware 
of the bushes from which the wolf didst hence come.  
 
"In the background of much distress within the global United States of all almost Americas does 
lie the sensual look of a gravitating holocaust. But beware of that wolf in the bushes of all 
delight of which we have writings about, for you never know where your next meal will be 
taken from. Good Day. 
 
"Thank you, Seila and Reni, for your participation in editing to our will and design. I bid you 
again a fine Adieu. Sign off please, Seila, as I am apt to ask you to do. 4:13 pm" 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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03 & 04 The Murdock Files: Entry 
Three and Entry Four - Saudi Arabia, British 
Columbia, Turkey, Syria, and Iran 

  

Captain Murdock is the newest member of our team. His writs are similar to those of Captain 
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn but are delivered in a little different manner. These are his third and 
fourth Files due to the fact the third is very short. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Dated (third entry): January 12, 2013 @ 1:56 pm 

 Dated (fourth entry): February 11, 2013 @ 2:00 pm 
 Turkish Border, Syria and Iran 
 Gators and Turtles 

Dated (third entry): January 12, 2013 @ 1:56 pm 

“Well M’lads and M’lydies, here we are for a third fruitful session on all Middle-Eastern 
and Gulf War affairs. Ahem. Now the sectioning off of all retinue will be a blessing in disguise 
simply because, I, Murdock, will take all to task who think they know better than those above in 
the skies who see it all. So let us begin, shall we? 
 
“The spark of life within us all is enlikened to a small ship adrift in the policies of all world 
religion, and these sparks of life as you would call them need be gathered back together in 
universal reality, and then will you perform the oneness back together. Ah, Lads, M’lydies, 
this is the life!  
 
“Entirely do we speak in the voice of one accord, and because we do so, so had we better get on 
with our topic of today.  
 
“Well now, the King of all good conscience, King Abdullah (of Holland) from time to time, has 
seen fit to promote all good women as councilors to the King, and Uthrania will write upon this 
shortly, and we of the masterful section ourselves do herewith acclaim his popularity has risen 
one-hundred percent among the fairer sex, as they call it, and good for him too.  
 
Seila: Captain Murdock: King Abdullah (of Holland)? 
 
Captain Murdock: “Aye, M’lass! Holland! Where will you find him from time to time. After 
all, Saudi Arabia is such a very hot land. Explanatory? 
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Seila: Yes, thank you. 

“Now, why bring Holland into Middle Eastern affairs in light of all world politics seem to 
be broad ending upon the secular scene of: why on earth would that position beyond the fence 
over there in Palestine central not be helping in some way or format to seize the chance to be 
Lord Purolator over the world? 
 
“So, with Holland out of the way, it seems, they still have within their buccaneer belt those 
rubies attributed to the dark and deadened black sea, and in order to broad-vent those rubies 
out of sight of the ones who believe all economies belong to them, then of course we understand 
their flimsy excuse for such nonsense, and the Hollandaise card understands it too well 
themselves. But here am I rambling along without getting to the point of attraction, which point 
is that: 
 
“Those who gird themselves with buttons of fancy lace ought and will one day in the ‘very’ 
near future realize that they of all peoples residing upon this earth need fare better than not, their 
neighbours, for all are calculated to be one in the vicinity of this universal platform.  
 
“Good Day, and this will be internetted shortly. Adieu, and with my last sip of water I am gone. 
Murdock out.” 2:08 pm (End quote)  

Dated (fourth entry): February 11, 2013 @ 2:00 pm 

“Well! Hello, all m’ladies and m’lads! Hearty days these, yet who fares well enough in the days 
yet to come - and therein lies our topic for ye ones - one and all.  
 
“Penticton, British Columbia, Canada, fares well in its stipend policy of 'no more Indians are 
to be besmucked by the likes of the overall Government of Canada, and the people do look 
after their own!'  
 
“After all it is equally to be said that the voice of the radical ones seldom care about anyone 
other than themselves, but the clock ticks back and find themselves in the bolster seat in front of 
many witness to their so-called crimes of Canada, and as they stood not for all others, so do all 
others neglect in standing aside them!  

Turkish Border, Syria and Iran 

“So now, m’loves, what exactly is happening alongside the Turkish border which many of 
you would never hear about otherwise?  
 
“The Turkish rabit (no spelling mistake here, loves) hit the dove square in the face with the 
raccoon with all its “stripes” notices not how the groundhog and hedgehog rapidly runs to and 
fro with guns all a-made for the expiration of those American troops and its fare-thee-well for 
them to get out of there as fast as they can before chicken fodder do they all become!  
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“Syria, on the other hand is doing just fine with the nonchalant borders of its own makings, for 
they now realize that not all Arab nations are against them, and in fact, it is quite the opposite!  
 
“So, where is Iran in all of this? She settles inward with the utmost satisfaction that all truth 
heard over their radio and satellite stations a-taken down by a host of unfair so-called truth-
sayers, reminds the public listeners from North America all the way to Europe, that truth is in 
the minor leagues with they ones who wish only to deposit 'truth' the way they see it in 
order to keep the peoples deluded and heavily duped. 
 
“Remember the days of old in America where the slave trade was at its peak? The same is 
true of today – information is power, and power of the right information concludes that people 
work together in the oneness of the height of all grave achievement (or serious achievement) 
toward one goal, and the pacifists run right out of their own mindful and selective: ‘good for all 
men and women alike’ whilst those still running about in sackcloth, shout: 
 
“’Nay! For the men and women who read! You must not take our power away from us! You are 
the new slaves of the money-trick and we must also have our fair share!’  
 
“Put the latter in italic please Uthrania Seila, for me. Thank you.  

Gators and Turtles 

“And so, as the gator in the swamplands sack the old turtle right out of its shell, so do the bombs 
continue to drop for a farthing longer until the brine once again hits of the turtle’s nest right 
under the sand, and “Oh, my God!” they all yell, and because of their lasting ignorance, those 
who fire the last round against their very brothers and sisters in America, decided once and 
for all in this last equinoxal round of lifestreams, that they like it that way and would 
rather resist evacuation than resist the banking forum who pays their cheques.  
 
“Well, loves, we could go on for a bit longer, but to close for now seems the most reasonable due 
to the length and jargon, a bit difficult for some, and knowing for others.  
 
“Thank you again, Uthrania Seila, and tell Reni: “Good work upon the net!” and we will be with 
you all soon.  
 
“Captain Jeremiah (Jessie) Murdock signing out. Please place in time sequence for us, Seila and 
I am “be-gone.”  
 
“Adieu and Salu to those with farsightedness of effort and sequence in re-learning all that which 
you have so far forgotten.” 2:22 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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05. The Murdock Files: Entry Five - 
White Winds Ship Library Restored! - Earth, 
What A Shambles 

  

Captain Murdock is the newest member of our team. His writs are similar to those of Captain 
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn but are delivered in a little different manner. This is his fifth File. - 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Dated (fifth entry): March 25, 2013 @ 3:58 pm 

 White Winds Library Restored 
 Insertion: Captain Jeremiah Ruttex @ 4:30 pm 

Dated (fifth entry): March 25, 2013 @ 3:58 pm 

“Well m’lads and m’ladies, we are in a circus around here trying to and fro to accumulate 
enough data for today for this particular scribing as the library of the White Winds is down for 
renovation.  
 
“Now, I have enough stories of my own to tell, that is for sure, but today I wanted to relive all 
those stories of others which had the “ditch” taken out of them in insurmountable wars upon 
other nations where the flatlands would have just caved in such as in Saudi Arabia and the 
flatlands of “Montesego” Africa on the inland peninsula.  
 
“Uh, well, you lads have most likely never heard of the place, so let us continue with a few of my 
own.  
 
“Captain James Murdock, my brother in arms, ach, yes m’ladies and m’lads, we do have 
arms up here where we are living for protection against unevolved people and critters of 
other lesser-evolved worlds such as the one you are on, and worse, is just a daily strife for 
the lot of us at times. 
 
“Now, the story today guarantees the lot of you a whit of amusement, for the Paxton boys 
spoken of in our first set of books have already long outlived the majority of you, and to set 
up a zoo with middlin to fair toys or books to play with after running a drug trade is to us 
no less than “amusing.” 
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“A quirky story, mind you, is the one the sheltering……oh, just a moment, loves, I think I am 
being frequenced, and yes, the White Winds library is up and running again. Alright then. 
Here we go: 

White Winds Library Restored 

“In the ‘forests’ of Northern Africa on the Simonsense continent aboard the Excalibur plane jet 
north-east of Vermont lie a face akin to the mountains depicting the faces of the Rushmore 
personnel. Now these faces on the Vermont pride are wanton not for depicting all the resources 
of the finest presidents whom have ever once existed, and why am I telling ye ones this? It is 
only for the cause that you ones DO NOT IN THE LEAST KNOW EVERYTHING AT ALL 
AND THEREFORE SHOULD CONTINUE IN STRETCHING YOUR MINDS IN 
LISTENING TO US ALL. 
 
“Ahem, (cough) Now fixation to the front of all Africani/Middle-Eastern affairs are broadsided at 
last with the best of the best, looking onward to finishing up the hole to drop the Americans into, 
and because of the Staff-Sergeants, have had to disown an entire regiment who fail-safed the stop 
in putting out luxury airliners for the “ones who just had to get out of there for a little R and 
R.” 
 
“So going a little ditsy or crazy, should we say, and a little out of their minds are they, and all 
because they would not stay at home where they all belonged! Well, they were told that one day 
soon (this was years ago as being relayed by the tip of our pen, Uthrania) be sent home with 
their tails (those who had any, women excluded, of course) tucked firmly betwixt their legs.  
 
“Oh, what a shambles that will be! BUT EXPECT IT, and a lot more.  
 
“Good evening love, and I am out for this day. Jeremiah Murdock. Ruttex is on the line to further 
your acquaintance, and as soon as he can be taken in the next little while the better for us all. 
Murdock Jessie-kins, out on “vibrational” frequency duchmont 4.6. Adieu. 4:16 pm. 

Insertion: Captain Jeremiah Ruttex @ 4:30 pm 

“Well, the wayfarer showers are indeed upon their way, and little ones, today is the day 
where glistening storms gather their lightning strikes to seldom hit a living being because 
we direct them to enliven the soil and not to hurt neither beast nor man.  
 
“Why have I come in today in such short notice? That was what I was almost asking my self 
when the Equador Suflus made its way into Sananda’s so often spoken-about polar regions 
where the bear and the hawk, playmates themselves, goose the charge over the snow-packed 
“mountains” where the glacier deems it profitable to sink ice logs belonging to a multitude of 
glossed-over ice ships without a telltale of the life of the crew left on top.  
 
“So whenever the firm hand of love joins with the duck, which is Canada, and the goose which 
laid the golden egg which is NOT the United States, but Kentucky on its own, so do the billed 
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duck and Sir Lancelot take of his staff and plummet deep into the dark dank crevices of the 
earth their last word that perhaps, just perhaps, Britain did after all go down.  
 
“Adieu, and just a little quip to attach to the above writ, please Seila, and don’t worry about the 
absence of intellect upon the net, for those whom this particular writ is meant for….will most 
certainly find it. Jeremiah out. (4:38 pm) (End quote) 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

06. The Murdock Files: Entry Six - 
Hubble Telescope, Middle Eastern Affairs! 
People, Educate Yourselves! 

  

Captain Murdock is the newest member of our team. His writs are similar to those of Captain 
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn but are delivered in a little different manner. This is his sixth File. - 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

Dated (sixth entry): March 28, 2013 @ 7:00 pm 

 Hubble Telescope 
 Middle Eastern Affairs! But Africa First! 
 Educate Yourselves! 

Dated (sixth entry): March 28, 2013 @ 7:00 pm 

“Hello, Seila and troop, down there on the ground with the rest of our men, women and yes, even 
wayfarers! It is a pleasure to meet with you once again.  
 
“Now, at the onset let us look once again toward that great hybrid state, Alaska, which 
merely is made up of mariners and the Alaskan bear-skinned folk who know a far sight 
more about the land coverage than the most of us. So here we go on a little rampage of 
whose right is it to oil about the waters if Russia still thinks it is her?  
 

“Well, leave the Eskimos out, will’ya, and why do that in any case for they know the land 
coverage better than the lot of you, so why on earth do you continually feel that you should 
leave them out? 
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“They don’t want of your money at all. All they want is clean living spaces to bring their 
children up in, but no, you ones of the Pickinston Group are far too loyal to the banking elite 
south-west of Washington State, and if’n a one of you would see yourselves tombed under the 
sand and bedrock then maybe, just maybe, you would let it go, and let it be home to those who 
first recruited not the oil and land companies to harvest their wares.  

Hubble Telescope 

“Ahem, now back to Piccadilly, loves, and we must not ever think that that place has no oil of its 
own, for the farsightenedness of the Hubble telescope does not just ink its way around ‘space,’ 
as you call it, but diaries the earth and every little contraption on it along with every living 
morsel just so the banking brothers and sisters, aye, sisters’ too, will accumulate their little 
(tongue in cheek) nest egg well outside of Wellington, New Jersey, Piccadilly, New Brunswick 
up there in Canada, and lest we forget, Nevada and the Cayman Islands. Ouu, now that is a quick 
fix if’n I have ever seen one!  

Middle Eastern Affairs! But Africa First! 

“Middle Eastern affairs: Now once again the Africani group: Qadaffi boys and girls, are going 
by the standard of their once ‘elected’ President, and if’n the lock on the door does not open 
again for British/French and American surveillance, then what harm would that do to the 
‘Kenyan’ economy as well? 
 
“Well, look at it this way. If the French, British and American ports are all shut down then 
the discovery that all the gold and oil will along with insurmountable diamonds fall back 
into the hands of the culprits at the top, whom are the leaders of those Africani nations, in 
actually leaving the people in arms in charge, who would just as soon divvy the whole and entire 
action up within their own grasps and then perhaps, just perhaps, the people at the helm will fall 
acrid, and when they do the new falions will take over and the people will once again prosper.  

Educate Yourselves! 

“Educate yourselves then, all ye fine ones, and just remember that when the Middle East falls 
like a quarry out to garner its own, then will the Piccadilly Circus membrane around the middle 
field and send “all them darn Americans home!” Adieu and that is all from me for today.  
 
“Thank you, Seila, and have a Good Evening. Captain Jeremiah (Jessie) Murdock signing in and 
out for the same session. Adieu.” 7:17 pm (End quote) 
 
-Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
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07. Murdock Files: Entry Seventeen 
- New Year 2014: Thoughts To Ponder 

  

As the year 2013 draws to a close, Captain Jeremiah Murdock has this to say about the festivities 
or celebration with which people greet the new year and the woeful realities of life which they, 
apparently, are impervious to. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 December 25, 2013 4:40 pm 
 Is The New Year Really A Cause For Celebration? 
 Within The Sad Confines Of Earth 
 Another Year - Going Through The Same Rigmarole 
 Happy New Year, Nonetheless! 

Introduction 

 
Sad and not happy realities 

"How about you celebrate the fact that ye, the people, have just managed to live through one 
more year on prison planet to yet suffer the next year in much the same way?" - Captain 
Jeremiah Murdock 

December 25, 2013 4:40 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 
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“Captain’s on the deck at ten to! Colonel Waldorf Jeffries, Sir!” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you, Colonel Jeffries. I will wait.  
 
4:50 pm 
 
(Captain Jeremiah Murdock strides onto the bridge with his captain’s gray and blue rimmed hat 
with patent brim in his hand, his charcoal gray suit with bright orange trim and tall highly 
shined black boots complementing his full attire, with broad stripes in pink hue, blue basset, 
green olive and turquoise/red stripes. Good Day. It is time for me to be seated next to the 
Captain, himself. – Rania) 
 
4:53 pm 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Well,.. (Looking down at his gray and silvery/slightly twinkly 
orange watch, the Captain seats himself in his bench chair. - Rania) ..a few minutes and we will 
all get started. Broaden the view screen, son.” 
 
Colonel Waldorf Jeffries: “Aye Sir.” 

Is The New Year Really A Cause For Celebration? 

 
Fireworks display 
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5:00 pm 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: ”Today we are going to do more than garner around the globe 
just waiting for another Christian and Serb New Year’s Day to come in. The Chinese have 
theirs, the Jewish people have theirs and the Hindu’s theirs; the Russian and the Pollock’s theirs, 
and the Mexican’s theirs, and we could for the good of us all, not go on and on, for every fiber of 
society has their own distinction to their own hybrid calculus of just what makes one race so 
superior over the other deep down in the psyche of their minds.  
 
“No, today, or rather this evening, are we to bespeak of ourselves intuitively on the ills or rather 
the besets of the humanity at large and what they really think deep down in their souls of: what is 
the primary reason for all their rejoicing? 
 
“Celebrate is not fun, though celebrations are fun. Is that not always the way? And yet what 
celebration do ye ones celebrate unless you are not hog-tied with the riches of the celebrates 
who forget their kin and their responsibility to the rest of humankind? 
 
“Do you celebrate that you made it though one more year in a hellish environment, dear 
people, where a great majority of you almost starved to death? Oh, you detest our tone, as it 
were, already? No? Well just hold on while we make the utmost sense to ye ones, upon this most 
crippling holiday season for the majority of the world!  

Within The Sad Confines Of Earth 

 
In the jaws of the corporate elite 

“You see, dear little and estranged ones, we come to you with glad tidings all year round. We tell 
you of your homes in the firmament upon other waiting and loving worlds. We inform you of 
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just why you all find yourselves in such predicament and we tell you the way out.  
 
“That is love. What is not love is when the people of the world starve for lack of allowance to 
own or reside upon land which has been taken from them by the rich and wealthy banking 
cartel and their governments whom for a season or two whilst in power feeds the degenerate 
minds and pocketbooks of those who tarry by their sides.  
 
“No, we love you - we of your kin! We who gave the land you sit on to you to share and rejoice 
upon the glories attributed to you through the stanza and wealth of the Earth Mother, as you 
call your wonderful planet!  
 
“But what indeed, have you to be so thankful about living your lives in such a perilous state? A 
prison planet is where ye all reside.  

Another Year - Going Through The Same Rigmarole 

 
The vicious circle 

“Now consider this, loved ones, before you decide that another year is worth living here on 
Angorius instead of coming home where you belong, with the all of us – consider how it is 
that the banking cartel takes from the people until the people are poor poverty stricken symbions, 
and then throws the crumbs of the banking table in the amount of pennies per day, strikes up 
religions, and tithes the people to death with charities whilst the banking cartel gives forth 
nothing at all!  
 
“The people are given nothing, and yet asked by the rich to give the last few pennies to help 
others, whilst they gouge (gorge?) themselves at their tables of lustful ingrates, and you still 
think you have something to celebrate?  
“How about you celebrate the fact that ye, the people, have just managed to live through one 
more year on prison planet to yet suffer the next year in much the same way?  
 
“Is that what you celebrate, ye celebrates? 
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Happy New Year, Nonetheless! 

 
Another year again! 

“Donkey strains all over the world as the burden become lighter for the Helliots and their kins. 
Oh well, perhaps if you were to listen just a little more carefully to the each one of us, you 
would really have something to look forward to – TO CELEBRATE!!  
 
“Next year could be the year for you! We came! We come! And We will continue with our 
mission on behalf of this human population and ‘God willing’ as ye all say: ‘We will not miss 
our mark!!’ 
 
“It is now bedtime for the beast and time for you to return home with us. So on your New 
Year’s Eve and Day look up - way up to the Stars in the heavens - and REJOICE! Your 
time is NEAR! 
 
“Captain Jeremiah Murdock over and out on Biowave 10.12. Sign out for me please, Jamie, and 
have a wonderful New Year in every aspect of the word, ye Ones! Good Day and Good 
Night!” (Captain Jeremiah Murdock smiles at us and cups his hand over the armrest of his chair 
as he shifts his torso on the seat. – Rania) 
 
Jamie: Aye, Sir. Thank you, Captain! Signing you out on coordinates Biowave 10.12. Jamie 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez, 2nd Class Airman Captain in training of the Galiac Team, over and out, 
5:23 pm. 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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08. The Murdock Files: Entry Eight 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdoch speaks in his eighth entry and the gist of what he says is: the war on 
terror in the Middle East is in fact spreading terror: A paradox. - James Cortez 

Introduction 

 
War on terror 

 
“Now love, the message left for me is one of ‘blockading’ the Gulf Port south of Aden in the 
province of Yemen of which ‘used to be’ a colony of the British interest and fell 
unmercifully into American hands.” - Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries 
 
Captain Murdock is the newest member of our team. His writs are similar to those of Captain 
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn but are delivered in a little different manner. This is his sixth File. - 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 
 
Dated (eighth entry): May 3, 2013 @ 2:45 pm 
 
Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: “All is up and on the go, love! Captain Jeremiah Ruttex filling in 
today for Commander Jeremiah Murdock.”  
 
Seila: I am ready Captain at your request. Seila on stand-by whilst James is sleeping.  
 
Captain Jeremiah Ruttex: “He will be called upon for his part in due time.  
 
“Now love, the message left for me is one of ‘blockading’ the Gulf Port south of Aden in the 
province of Yemen of which ‘used to be’ a colony of the British interest and fell unmercifully 
into American hands.”  
 
“Captain Murdock on the helm, little one! Can you take him, Captain Ruttex?” 
 
Captain Ruttex: Of course. I stand at ease.” 
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Captain Murdock: “Well, lads and layds! Jeremiah Ruttex is now off-line, and we will most 
“grimly” proceed, for the tankards out there in Washington fine have engulfed the entire 
regiment of Iranian forces from the depths of the sea bed with Israeli tanks, so to speak, and have 
also surrounded the Gulf of Aden to its hook line and sinkers to thwart off all precautions of 
enlistment of any more so called Al-Qaeda! 
 
“Oh my goodness, what is going to come next, loves, one and all!  
 
“Well no more ‘merriment’ and when James awakes please tell him I need him also on the 
bridge, so to speak, to assist us in finding and portraying pictures of the mess of the Middle 
Eastern nation of Yemeni people and the “paradox” they find themselves within.  

War-torn Yemen In Profile 

 
War torn nation 

“Now, down to brass tacks, as Lord and Commander Hatonn would say? Umm, I believe it was 
Sananda. In any case James, please just put on what you find and I will say nothing more.  
 
“Twiddle Dee and Twiddle Dumb and we do mean ‘Dumb’ in the Halls of the Watergate Crisis 
of 2013 is the manufacturing of just one more lions nest of culprits in the west with their 
idiosyncrasies of working together with Israel calling the shots against Iraq, against Iran, against 
Yemen, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, and we could literally go on and on.  
 
“The buoyancy of their entire program, lopsided as it is, leaves men and women in the dust of the 
desert bowl SE of Lebanese territory as Israel with the gun of America, swiftly swoops down and 
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airlifts their Al- Qaeda unto far far away land SE of the Northern border of Hungary no less!! 
 
“Stricktine grabs at their throat in any case and not one of them can get rid of that darned 
laryngitis, loves, and because of it, thankfully, the call from Israel can not occur. Out for this 
portion and gallantly do we surmise that the third member of our team will get himself enough 
sleep tonight. Adieu and presume nothing of these two! Murdock out! Tie off all frequencies, 
love. Murdock over and out! 2:58 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries 

 

09. The Murdock Files: Entry Nine - Mars, 
The Moon, And Universal Reality 
Considering Both 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdoch in his ninth entry gives way to Captain Morris Griffith who delves on 
his astronomical knowledge on the planet Mars and the moon . - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 
Forested Planets 

Captain Morris Griffith gives us a "bird's-eye" view of the Planet Mars and the Moon, 
knowledge that in no way appears in any reference books. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
 
Dated (ninth entry): May 26 2013 @ 1:10 pm 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Thank you for coming in so very precisely to the keyboard, little 
One, because the old hour of 3:15 just could no longer please my itinerary. Ahem (Cough). Now 
let us proceed, and today it will be a little different because we have here with us the Captain’s 
yardman, we could sweetly say, of the Stargazer Intrepid, Captain Morris Griffith.”  
 
Captain Morris Griffith: “Pleased as usual to make of your acquaintance in the module of all 
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writing curriculum. We have taken to the streets with this material as shown on Amazon, but this 
is a little further into the future, to be true.  
 
“My mode of expertise in this writing field will certainly leave no other man nor woman in 
the dust, so with that said, I will just begin.  
 
“Please place subject title within this writ as: Farsight is Not the Moon At All, but Indeed, 
Blessed Mars Comes Gruelly into the Picture as Well. How about a shortened version. Yes. Let 
us do that. Mars – the Moon – and The Truth About Them Both, by Captain Morris James 
Griffith.  

Mars – The Moon – And The Truth About Them Both, by 
Captain Morris James Griffith 

 
Planet Mars and Moon 

“Ahem. Good. Now, we’re ready. I will try to keep the linguistics down to a rather base 
moratorium level. Hope ‘moratorium’ is the word which fits your linguistics as well as ours. 
Now we must quickly proceed on with the work.  
 
“’Heaven sent!’ they say, that the Moon being a satellite is officious in its overall proximity to 
that of the face of the Moon surrounding the ‘Atlantis Project.”  
 
“Oh, don’t know about that yet, little ones? Well on the far side of the moon taking 
precedence over all are the ‘Trip-a-layers,’ and these fine people occupy most of the 
farming forestlands, and because of it a small base to the left of Mocus County (Moon country) 
built their own steeplechase where little monkeys are allowed to have their fun riding the donkey 
team which is led by a number of ostriches.  
 
“Now, the fun of all this is in relation to earth, your earthen plane of what we call as Angorius, 
the fun is all tipped upward and hurts no creature, man or plane, earthen plane, the ground we 
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mean.  
 
“But what on earth does this have to do with Mars, the Trip-a-lay effect, and Moon? 
 
“This is where your little minds must dwell ‘out of the bucket’ of your souls, and indeed where is 
Mars in relationship to the Moon satellite?  
 
“In the back yard of Alphus 3. You see we moved it there and all that is left for you to see is 
the front view of all craters.  
 
“Well, that is all we wanted to divulge to you at this time, and all little and big astronauts 
will one day soon in their future be able to well ‘verify’ our actions with their most up-to-
date futuristic words.  
 
“’NOT SO!’ Ye yell! 
 
“Well, just who are you who seem to know it all when the pikes turning around the brawn of 
your own Governmental status do not even know what end is up in running gaily any 
formatable type of society, never mind running anything from the broadened or scope of their 
dual minds all lumped together? 
 
“Thank you, Rania Seila. And Commander-n-Chief Griffith out on latten channel frequency 4.7 
dupont, the usual.” 1:28 pm 
 
“Well, that will be all then, dear Seila Rania, and ifn’ the ducks on the back-hind of all equatorial 
downdraft fishes the rest of the salmon out of the sea and places ‘it’ with the seals in the Mid 
Atlantic Ocean, we can tell you then that the dwarves in the Middle East entering by way of sub-
atomic warfare down there so far under the waves of the sea, then indeed have we fought the 
battle for no one save that of those who wish soldiering to be the one and only occupation left of 
this world.  
 
“Good grief, would that be an obstacle of ‘peace.’ Jeremiah Murdock over and out. Thank you 
Rania Seila and have a good day to yourselves. Be in at 2:15 pm.” 1:32 pm  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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10. The Murdock Files: Entry Ten 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdoch in his tenth entry speaks about England royalty and Obama's policies 
and all about politics as usual. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 Benediction Of The Nations – Farthensight 
 My Father, Captain James Galiac's New Writ To Come 

Introduction 

 
The Crown 

Here is the equally prominent Captain Murdoch dishing out his take, lighthearted at that, on the 
mighty powers' policies that have usually had severe repercussions throughout the world. - Jamie 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez  
 
Dated (tenth entry): May 26, 2013 2:15 pm 
 
2:10 pm 
 
“Captain Jeremiah Murdock in just a little bit early today again, loves, and Seila, er Rania, just 
please type and never mind what we are saying. You may read it later just like the rest of them, 
please, and thank you and now let us begin. 
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“At the Waldorf Embassy, to say the ‘least,’ we of the Brodentroopers out of France central, 
North of the Eiffel Tower, took down their drawers and bent half naked in front of the Queen of 
England. Queen Victoria in her statuesque form did nevertheless not mind, for she was a 
Queen most liberal and when Albert, her husband Prince Consort, required her to redress 
her Royal entourage to not in particular one lady, the niece of another, in not attending her 
Royal Coronation and Marriage, she fought with poor Albert who had no thought but her dignity 
to uphold. Interesting the history one reads.  
 
“Now, onto the topic discussion of the day and I promise to keep it brief and easy in linguistics, 
for the majority of our readers do have their day at home where their minds just no longer work 
for the good of their posterity and the like. Ahem. “’So here we go with the ‘Benediction of the 
Nations – Farthensight.’ Please place while I wait, Uthrania Seila. 

Benediction Of The Nations – Farthensight 

 
Starship 1 

“Israel is not the only ‘maniacal’ nation state (so they say) within all Middle Eastern 
embroidery. For the tapestry wound around Glasenburg is not all it is made out to be.  
 
“The extraordinary event we of the starship gazers are most likely to view are those events which 
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put Israel in her place, and the love of the stars will be captivating to those people whom are in 
their own way hankering out of the war epic against their Palestinian neighbours, and the 
over-glossing they themselves tend to do when migrating north to Jordan from the place of the 
most worthy down troops. Easy enough then, ye ones? Well good, then we will just continue on 
with our diatribe. 
 
“The Morris eel is the benefactor in the entire oceanic wave front with its largest fleet of 
submarines, and because of that fact, Japan and Cuba, west shore, will unhinge the greatest 
number of fleet minotaurs whom in their rather capsulated state will bring about a number of 
nuclear explosions which they will then blame on North Korea.  
 
“Boy, do those men ever receive blame-bombs on their heads: the press in all liquidation, the 
White House from all blame and subservience to the Banker that they have ever done. 
 
“The Nucleus within the stem of a rose is not the only thing which is dying today.  
 
“So President Obama has found of himself a disease of the cataract, and that indeed is not 
of the most pleasant nature. Perhaps when he is through dealing with this monstrosity he 
will be able to see clearer the number of his own crimes against all those people whom 
voted him in.  
 
“The interesting thing here is that President Obama funnily enough resembles the great 
President of the United States, JF Kennedy.  
 
“’NO!’ you say? Well, listen to this: Both men had the Banker down their drawers, and 
because of it both men will be found with their drawers down.  
 
“That is when the fleecing of the nation begins all over again, for when one is found at the 
flirting end of the spectrum so then will the overlords of the realm of all wickedness flirt their 
shirts and pant bottom all over the camera to discourage the people from re-voting them in. But 
the worse part of it all is that to blackmail and discourage the two men, the Banker elite 
will have their day and destroy whatever good reputation the both men had/have.  
 
“Oh dear, it is time for me to go. Adios and As-Salaam! Murdock out. Please place in time 
signature Uthrania Rania Seila, and have yourself a break before your brother Captain James 
Galiac is on board at four o’clock sharp! 
 
“Good Evening, Michelle, and do not lace your perfume with cyanide, for all beauty products are 
yours for the taking, my child. Choose wisely. Good Night from my end. Time signature please, 
Rania and Good Night. Out.” 2:31 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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My Father, Captain James Galiac's New Writ To Come 
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11. The Murdock Files (Entry Eleven): 
When The Shit Hits The Fan... 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdoch in this eleventh entry speaks his mind about the follies of 
world leaders affecting their citizens' lives and to the detriment of their own . - Jamie 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 Introduction 
 Enter Captain Murdock 
 "We Can See You!" 
 Read Our Lips 
 They Just Don't Get It, Do They? 

Introduction 

 
World affairs - Google image 

The new writ from Captain Jeremiah Murdock, as are others from the starship 
commanders, can be cryptic to read for the uninitiated i.e. the general public. In this 
chaotic world, the writs can only be understood by those...who will surely feel alluded 
to, in which case they serve the purpose - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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Enter Captain Murdock 

 
Starship in clouds - Google image 

June 26, 2013 4:00 pm 
 
“Well lass, it is time to begin. All set and ready to go we see, Uthrania, our child. 
Commander in Chief Captain Korthrox.” 
 
Rania: Ready Commander. 
 
Setuth: “Semjen is our first concern, Commander Uthrania Seila, and of this writ 
have we all determined our best to keep her out of the limelight yet front and center. 
Here is Captain Griffith and Melix Somajar walking in through the doorway with 
Commander-in-Chief.. Captain Murdock on the helm, Sir! Setuth” 
 
Captain Murdock: “Let us proceed, Sir.” 
“Now Rania, my child, if you would be so kind as to take down further scribings then 
we shall just quietly begin.” 
 
Rania: Ready Sir. 
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“We Can See You!” 

 
Emerging from the clouds – Google image 

(Clearing his throat) 
 
“Barnstorming was a term devised by ourselves as a matter of fact, and the Middle 
East has regained now most of its composure, and for that are we most grateful 
to the rabbit in the field. 
 
“Now, Minnesota, New Brunswick up there in Canada, has definitely strewn all its 
resources far and wide, and the fireflies have picked up the dross so all of you can 
breathe more easily. 
 
“Frankincense has become the number one topic in, both, France as well as 
Egypt Northland, and the precarious Nile hast already carried the fillengers or 
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mighty navigators in wet suits all the way down to the Gulf of Aden, and check that 
spelling there, Nicky, for we must get our words down correctly. 

Read Our Lips 

 
Mercenaries at work – Google image 

“But what about ‘sotooth’ the luxurious dragon out of, is it, Italy, France, Cuba and 
a round shank of steak directly out of North Viet Nam or Russia? 
 
“And what has France to do with it anyway, with Cuba in the loop? 
 
“Well, merchandise and mercenaries often go quite well together, and Bobby.. 
Clinton and …..well, one knows what those ones are up to. 
 
“So, Russia finally flanked the road and waves of Syria and they weren’t kidding 
when they said: ‘Leave our friend, Syria, well enough alone,’ now were they? 
Paraphrased a little bit, but nonetheless ye ones get the message well enough. 
 
“Now, what about poor Britain over there in Gulf of Aden? Did they get sacked after 
all when the Parliament was going to quit them of working with NATO? 
 
“Diefenbaker could not have done a finer job of killing its own citizens as 
manufactured by Canada too, in the days of the so-called Cold War. 
“So, is this what we have all come in to say today, little gracious Ones? 
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They Just Don't Get It, Do They? 

 
Starship being pursued by jets - Google image 

“Not so. My main message has not even begun, but then when does it ever? In order 
to not brainstorm your minds at too high a level, little Kentuckied Ones, we will 
put our saucer in reverse and see if you can then capsize us, and if you try this 
feat again you may well find yourselves in never never land with Alice and 
Dorothy. Good Night, or Good Day. Captain Korthrox at my side, never wavering. 
 
“Put this on soon, Jamie, our lad, and glad you caught up on some badly needed 
sleep. Love, your relatives from the stars, and gracious boy, you’re not going to eat 
that are you?! Be wise with your diet so you do not put too many calories on where 
they are not desired. Just a bit of fun there with you, son! Good Night and Good Day 
all! Captain Jeremiah Murdock. Out. Over and out on transmittal wave frequency 
4.728” 4:18 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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12. The Murdock Files: Entry Twelve: The 
High Side Of Living – World Leadership! 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdock warns nations of impending danger, and a world leader of 
sympathizing with one side over the other. - Rania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 Introduction 
 Our Pleasure For Once! The Little Dedicated Ones! 
 World Population! 
 A Message To The Prime Minister Of Canada 
 What We Have To Continually Watch!! 
 The Warning! 

Introduction 

 
We Hover And We Watch 

Dated: July 21, 2013 4:00 pm 
 
3:51 pm 
 
Commander Rufus Surmoin: "Captain on the Bridge!"  
 
Rania: Ready Captain.  
 
Commander Rufus Surmoin: "Good."  
 
Helmsman Jeremiah Foxet. Senior Sergeant. 1st officer in arms: "Now I realize the captain 
is four minutes early, but today there is a goodly reason for this, and I will let the captain himself 
inform you and Jamie as to what that precisely is." 
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Our Pleasure For Once! The Little Dedicated Ones! 

 
Our Pleasure! 

Captain Jeremiah Murdock: "At ease sergeant! Well, Rania, Reni and Jamie, or is it the other 
way around now? No matter, we have all seen the outcome of your liberties and are of the most 
pleased nature at your rounded attitude toward us all and our gracious means and program of ye 
ones by our intricate hands and ploys.  
 
So why am I early? Well paramount is the Caucasian reply that if Greece and Germany 
flank the Reich as in terminology of the old Hitler government, then we can well expect 
Israel to object to the overall practice of eliminating other nations before they have even had the 
chance to quell the people of their penniless nation.  
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World Population! 

 
World Population 

"So before you all jump down our throats, little Israelites, let us firmly remind you all that 
you cascaded yourselves to the top of the world population by standing on the heads and 
backs of others, namely your Caucasian and Africani brothers and sisters intact, and there 
really is no use hiding the fact any longer nor denying what everyone by now intricately 
knows.  
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A Message To The Prime Minister Of Canada 

 
Prime Interest Rates! 
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EX-CANADIAN MINISTER OF DEFENCE SPEAKS OF GLOBAL WARMING, UFO'S, 
AND THE WORLD FINANCIAL SYSTEM 

(Note: Video deleted by whom we do not know. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries -Cortez)  

(Note: There is no invasion - only evacuation!! - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez) 
 
"So, Newfoundland is your latest conquest as the Newfoundland Prime Minister of-a-sorts 
chastises the Jews in Canada for capsulating the nation of its prime interest in favour of 
savouring it for Israel.  
 
"Now, we all know this by now is not putting your nation in bondage, but rather relinquishing it 
out of the hands of Jewish control, and Mr. Prime Minister, should you at any time like to take 
Israel out of the hands of the damned, then we sequester that you do it now by cantankerously 
not putting Israel in all harms way by your continuation of chagrin toward its Arab and Lebanese 
neighbour.  

What We Have To Continually Watch!! 

 
We Have To Watch All This Nonsense! 
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"And for those of you of Polish extractions whom wish from time to time to see the light of day, 
then stop fooling around with Russian harlots who only see the damned in you! For you are their 
surface flower, and in all nations including the military might of Israel, can you not for the 
sake of the gods and goddesses in the firmament, which are most undoubtedly ourselves, 
curtail your hatred of one another and get along like you had still some remnant of 
humanity left within your souls? 

The Warning! 

 
The Warning! 

"In the event of another nuclear holocaust upon any nation, including that of Japan, will 
we continue on with our cause, evacuating those who would listen to us, and leaving behind 
those who would not. 
 
"After all, it is not our cause which is of the damned, it is yours alone! 
 
Beware therefore, all ye seasoned little harlots, to see the viewpoint of your captains and 
commanders in chiefs of the stars, for our job is not so much to save you and your people, 
inasmuch as to open up the door to your conscious endeavor and reach deeply into the side 
structure of your cranium with due effort which you term rather loosely we might say as your 
‘brain.’ 
 
"Good Day, and we wish you well. Short speech but powerful. Adieu. Captain Murdock, 
Jeremiah. Staff Sergeant, tie off channel for Uthrania. And thank you, lass. Put this on promptly 
when you have the time. 4:14 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez  
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13. The Murdock Files: Entry Thirteen - 
There Is A limit To Our Patience 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdock speaks about retaliation from their starships if and when their 
patience wears thin and push comes to shove. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 September 22, 2013 4:30 pm 
 The HAARP Weapon Threat 
 Mercy 
 Be Forwarned! 
 On Top Of The Situation 

Introduction 

 
Google 

"Barnstorming was never our way, but the earthen plane has a way to rectify that which we have 
not done, but BEWARE if you think we will not retaliate if you push us too hard and long, and 
you are the Kingpin you think with many years to spare, and I can tell you, from the smallest 
dwarf up to the biggest, that your time has already run out and our ships are now designed for 
war!" - Captain Jeremiah Murdock 
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September 22, 2013 4:30 pm 

 
The Captain speaks 

 

3:57 pm 
 
“Captain on the bridge in forty-five minutes, Sir. The Captain is running late! Lieutenant 
Surmoin, Rufus Major Cadet Bridge Team” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you Lieutenant. I will coordinate the time and be back shortly.  
 
4:43 pm 
 
4:38 pm 
 
Lieutenant Rufus Surmoin: ‘Captain on the Bridge, Sir!”  
 
Uthrania: Please inform the Captain that I remain on standby Lieutenant. 
 
Lieutenant Rufus Surmoin: “Aye Sir.” 
 
(Captain Jeremiah Murdock strolls onto the bridge with a Fire Brigade Pamphlet in his hands. 
This is for the Earth Core – Angorius Simulation Production. He places his hands on both arms 
of his bench chair and lowers himself down. His uniform is the Navy Blue Regiment with the 
Federation’s Coat of Arms, the Fireflies in Formation. Highly polished boots furnish the rest of 
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his dress code and the ever present stripes of pink, red, yellow, green, and blue, garnish him 
from hat brim to the pink dots on silver-gray toes of his boots. Brown cuffs finish off his jacket of 
pale green embroidery laced around each button hole with a graphic layer of raised cotton in 
blue. – Rania) 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Bring me a coffee, please lad. And thank you. Be quick about it. 
(Turning my way the Captain addresses me. – Rania) Good evening Captain Galiac, or is it 
Cortez, Sentana-Ries as the programmable opening?” (The Captain smiles at me sideways and 
chuckles. – Rania) 
 
Uthrania: Yes Sir. Captain of the Galiac Team, in training, Sir. My full name is Captain 
Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez, Sir, of the Galiac Team. 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “I see, well now that we have all that straightened out, Captain, 
may we …oh, thank you, lad. Resume your command.” (Captain Murdock takes the cup and sips 
at his coffee. – Rania) 
 
Uthrania: I am ready, Sir, to begin when you are ready.  

The HAARP Weapon Threat 

 
Russian-Chinese threat 

 

Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Well then, let’s get right down to it, shall we?  
 
“Georgetown, Mississippi, is to become the bridge to gap the Washington D.C. ire once more, 
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and if we were to come under fire by those out of Russia, for instance, which will not happen as 
long as Syria is not pressed to the brink of war in a way which intends upon stress of the Syrian 
Military Government, then Mississippi, New Orleans, and Los Vegas Land Mine Development 
Company, Corporation, in fact, will go into action in one swift hurry.  
 
“But not to worry to our graves about this happening for the auspicious American CIA have 
already within their handigrasps the final solution for eliminating all opposing forces and 
therefore do not want to see a Russian-Chinese defense shield up anywhere near the Red Sea and 
in fact, the Baltic States have often quibbled about this anomaly which encrypted itself within 
another HAARP radius of 19.2 the equivalent of equilibrium of static waves in order to create 
another sub-surface airstrike utilizing the most sophisticated weaponry ever once in this 
generation, nor that of the majority of the preceding ones, seen.  

Mercy 

 
Arizona telescope 

‘And with their own eyes alone will the temperance of the Elite in Power be damned to their own 
graves, as when the earth shifts overseas so will tectonic plates move and the generation of the 
climax will rock them to their graves and back out again as each bunker in America’s southern 
region of the United States from north to south, from east to west, are affected, leaving the 
northern region of America, Canada, to enlist it’s own artifact with the White Elephant high up 
in the universe, so it would seem, to engage them with HAARP south up there in Alaska, Nome, 
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to be direct, affiliating the government there with even more statistics to be gone over in 
contacting the Vatican and their help with Arizona Telescopes with the ‘harmonic’ in place in 
hopes that they might contact the ‘Starship Commanders’ with a plea for reprieve. 

Be Forwarned! 

 
Designed for war 

 

‘And do you really think we will shoulder the responsibility to give them that reprieve when we 
see their intentions toward their people are anything but pleasant?  
 
“Well, no, it is not too likely that will ever happen, for Mother Earth as they call her, will have 
her justice done to her from the bottom scale of the earthen sod, up, and down the crevices will 
wonton not, for the wax on the top of the cake only appeared in cracks before the Bridegroom 
decided of himself to take the liberty to ensure all got safely out.  
 
“Barnstorming was never our way, but the earthen plane has a way to rectify that which we have 
not done, but BEWARE if you think we will not retaliate if you push us too hard and long, 
and you are the Kingpin you think with many years to spare, and I can tell you, from the smallest 
dwarf up to the biggest, that your time has already run out and our ships are now designed 
for war! 
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On Top Of The Situation 

 
Planet Angorius 

“Good day, and good evening little troops and chelas, as Captain Sananda Galiac calls many of 
you. Keep reading on and learning, for the capsulation of all war efforts down upon your 
earthen Angorius plane, entirely for recognition of name, remains now in our hands.”  
 
Captain Korthrox: “Thank you and please tie off all frequencies, Captain, and we will speak to 
you later. Put this on as soon as you are able please, son, and Jamie, do not worry about your 
further enlistment, ‘it was bound to happen.’ Love to you all. Korthrox, Captain returned to the 
Larynx. 4.2 over and out.” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you Captain Korthrox. Tying off all channel frequencies. Dharma please 
remain on line for Captain Sananda Esu Jmmanuel, James Galiac, and reap what you sow with 
all the blessings in the world to date.  
 
Tying off Flotsam 10.8, Filimon 7.2 at a range of 4.7. Modify all channel stations please 
Lieutenant Waldorf at an approximation of 15.2, and 15.9. Ellingston Veracity we have a down 
troop application needed to go out immediately from Commander Korthrox and Group 7 on 
Station 4.10 pixel.  
 
Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez, Officiating Captain of the Galiac Team signing out 
on transmittal wave frequency of 4.9 Dupont 8 at 5:14 pm. Adieu and good night.  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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14. The Murdock Files: Entry Fourteen - 
The American-European Slave Trade 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdock talks about the ugly, brutal inhumanity, and the scars it left behind, 
for humanity to contemplate about the slaves plucked out of Africa. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 October 9, 2013 1:30 pm 
 White Men, Black Men 
 Fighting For Their Prize Catch 
 Africa In Bondage 

Introduction 

 
African woman  

"Live cargo, can you imagine, little ones, transported like hens, and beasts of prey and luxury 
itemization of their intentions of just how wealthy all these poor hermits would make them, was 
always just a figment of their own imaginations." - Captain Jeremiah Murdock 

October 9, 2013 1:30 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 
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1:30 pm 
 
Uthrania: I am on line now, Commander Murdock. There was computer trouble and it needed 
rebooting, Sir. I am sorry I am late with introductions today. 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Good Evening from our end, there, little duck, and do not worry 
your sweet little head about it. I have just seated myself too. So, now shall we just comely 
proceed, little darling of our fleet, and get right down to work?” 
 
Uthrania: Aye, Sir. I am ready. 

White Men, Black Men 

 
Slaves taken from Africa 
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Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Good! Now, Jamie, put this on just as soon as you get it, and 
may your day be good with Rania at the helm of all acquisitions! Good, there lad. Now Rania, 
let’s proceed, shall we.” 
 
“Today our literature will demonstrate to the offspring of the colonizations of mainstream New 
Orleans, U.S.A., and the mainstream ‘African’ continent, and how life has really not differed 
from the time of African slavery before the time of Lincoln and the wayfarers who dredged the 
poor African slave traders over by boat.  
 
“Affluent not were the traders of that day, for they lost many of their poor human ‘cargo,’ as they 
called them, to the plague and plain and purely unsanitary conditions aboard whichever pirate 
ship that they could at the time commission.  
“Live cargo, can you imagine, little ones, transported like hens, and beasts of prey and 
luxury itemization of their intentions of just how wealthy all these poor hermits would 
make them, was always just a figment of their own imaginations. 

Fighting For Their Prize Catch 

 
African cargo 

“Many a fur trader were murdered for their wares, and many a fur trader were murdered just 
because their trapping lines would then fall directly into the hands of the so-called modest 
corporate powers of the day which were only a small group of men acquisitioning another’s 
prowess to earn them affluence among the population of the central theme of all “culinary goods 
for sale dirt cheap!” 
 
“Likewise did the slave traders bullock the punch when they reached shore, if they made it that 
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far, before they were hit upon by others wishing to steal their ‘live human’ cargo before they 
made it to shore. 
 
“Then these braggarts filamented or filtered the day away, …frittered is the correct word I 
believe, and lost in huge gambling and gaming fees an unsurmountable amount of money to 
themselves, and because of it slavery on the block became a massive loss to these master slave 
traders and thieves, and the currency became almost worthless by the time two-hundred years 
had passed and old bonds were tried to cash in by those whose degenerate offspring had founded 
them. 

 

Africa In Bondage 

 
Colonial Africa 

“Slavery is an untold story in many habitants, and because of it many historians still are unsure 
of the colonization of the British Isles with Negro slaves, ..oh yes, there were, ladies and lyds, 
and the effect of British and Danish colonization of the far side of Africa and its detrimental 
effect on the Danish population, when they found out what their ‘royalty’ was doing to other 
nationalities, for, dear ones, it is the people of the home nations who suffer the most at the 
hands of their leaders, placed on the throne or not, and in exquisiteness to such ones adorn 
themselves with the diamonds and rubies of the Middle East.  
 
“Well, enough on the American-European slave trade, hey, little ones. And now we close off all 
sessions, for a meeting or two do I have to dwell upon, and so we will depart this particular file 
for a proximity of 5.2 Ultra Wave Simeon. Tie off all frequency telepathic channels for me 
please, Captain Uthrania, and willow it all bent to the ends of the earth.  
 
“Good Day, Jamie and Reni, and, lad, put this on soon. Thank you. Signing out is myself, 
Captain Jeremiah ‘Rupert’ Murdock. Just a code word there, well known, and well affiliated with 
the earthen time clock and knowledge. But I am indeed only myself. Jeremiah Murdock, Captain 
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of the 7th Fleet NS of Luxington. Good Day.” 
 
Uthrania: Tying off all channel telepathic frequencies at 5.2 Ultra Wave Simeon, 7.2 Dwarf, and 
Philemon 2 9. Good Day, and signing out for High Command, Captain Jeremiah Murdock 
presiding. Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez, Captain of the High Flying Galiac Team, 
in training. 1:57 pm.  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 
 

15. The Murdock Files: Entry Fifteen - 
The HAARP-caused Typhoon And Other 
Coded Messages 

  

In the worst-case scenario, Captain Jeremiah Murdock talks, among other things, about countries 
that will one day suffer the same fate as Atlantis and Lemuria. He also makes a passing reference 
to the recent typhoon in the Philippines generated by HAARP. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 October 13, 2013 4:00 pm 
 Money Talks 
 Captain Albert James Somajar Korthrox Breaks In 
 Like Atlantis And Lemuria 
 HAARP Down! 

Introduction 

 
Typhoon 
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" ... and we thank Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, Admiral of the fleet of good 
workers on the great Typhoon, that the day ended well. HAARP down! ... " - Captain Jeremiah 
Murdock 

October 13, 2013 4:00 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 

3:45 pm 
 
Uthrania: I am on standby for Captain Jeremiah Murdock, Sir. I understood he would not be on 
deck until 3:45. 
 
Lieutenant Graffide: “Sir! The Captain will be even later. In fact five minutes, Sir. On deck at 
3:50 Sir. Will that be alright with your situation?| 
 
Uthrania: Absolutely fine, Lieutenant. I will just sit back and wait.  
 
Lieutenant Graffide: “Very good, Sir. I will recommend to you a small coffee break.” 
 
Uthrania: I will avail myself. Thank you. (I rise from my seat. – Rania) 
 
3:50 pm 
 
Uthrania: On standby, Lieutenant. 
 
Lieutenant Graffide: “Aye Sir. Here comes the Captain himself aft the main deck. (Telecom 
visual. The Captain enters the bridge at a long and lengthy stride with a brown trench coat 
fastened over his bridge clothes which are grass green in the temperate style of braided golden 
brocade with cloth wraps around his midriff in an orangey-tawn brocade with delicate rose sized 
fabric enmeshed in hythenx and corduroy brown fleeced salmon-top, which is a frontal piece of 
his uniform braided in hythinx gold with silver delicate threaded trim. High-top brown-maroon 
boot tops with black sable frontal epaps down the boots from top, stem to the shoe and high 
topped ..oh, here comes the Captain over by me as he takes his bench chair, slowly lowering 
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himself down. All uniforms are delicately woven and either tight or loose fitting precision 
garments. The Captain wears his well. – Rania) 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Well, heavenly precipices galore! if Jamie is still working at this 
time of his day! Good Evening to you both from High Command, and Captain Gyeorgos Ceres 
Hatonn will be next on line with you, Uthrania, this evening. (Ahem. Achoo!)”  
 
Uthrania: Greetings, Captain Murdock.  
 
4:00 pm 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Well, lass. How have you been since the great frontal storm with 
Jamie?” (Reference to the Typhoon. – Rania) 
 
Uthrania: All has been well cleared up, Captain Murdock. We all worked deep into the night. 
Captain Korthrox and the teams have done one majestic work and a watershed was created. 
Sunny skies are all that is left.  
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: (smiles.) “Good. Then we will proceed with that little bit of tidbit 
news and carry on with good humour.  

Money Talks 

 
The almighty dollar 

“The topic today which we must broach without humour consists of a natural cause delay 
with the firmament brothers and sisters who wish to goodness that the people upon various 
other planets would eventually learn as to what is and what is definitely not acceptable to 
our ilk when it comes to ruining the lives of others!  
 
“Take Tanzania for instance. Who would have once thought that the sparrow on the roof of the 
Temple in Crisis would have engulfed the doves who relaxed their wings on a surface-to-air 
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flight over the Arab Gulf States and relegated their circumference back to the Illumination of 
those High-Up Politicians whose natural effort is to always reverberate the almighty sexist dollar 
into the cramped and overstuffed pocketbooks of the hybrid who exist in power in the Arab 
Nations, Israel, the Pontiac States, Maryland, Winnebago, New Orleans, and Eschew, Holland, 
Greece, and of course, we must never forget: Poland.  
 
“Now, Polish hybrids are not exactly what you might think, and though we could go into the 
rightful history of what happened during the Second World War which few actually know about, 
we choose at this time and place for the safety of our crew to be conscientious and safe!  
 
“For the relic on the top of the mast of the Ship and its crew hobnobbed with the royalty of 
Sweden until the very top crows nest filtered the duck off its belly and threw it deep into the 
straw where no crows were ever seen to nest again.”  

Captain Albert James Somajar Korthrox Breaks In 

 
Federation fleet 

Captain Korthrox: “You have just been described of a scenario which for the more astute of 
you will know just what we mean, and for the sailors and the salmon men, the skin divers all 
aglow, we hope the meaning of white phosphorous relays white cake to all you have learned and 
experience, and you will all begin to join with us in the distant approach in an overall ‘effort’ to 
begin in cleaning it all up.  
 
“Ye Gads! What a horrible mess! And the faces of the people with skin all torn up and holes 
through their nubs will one day sever themselves from this world and begin to begin anew. 
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Coded reference here for those who really do do their homework.  
 
“For now we have given to you so many small clues that if you were to be well enough in the 
know the next ten years would be laid out well before your mind’s eye, and you would crush 
the ones who do these things not only to yourselves, but to each of you as brethren and sisters 
alike.  
 
“Korthrox out of the mainstream plumage, and the last ire was from me. Thank you, Captain 
Murdock, Sir. Please proceed.” 4:19 pm 

Like Atlantis And Lemuria 

 
The waves 

4:19 pm 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Too true, Alfred. In a proxy simulation we could also continue 
on with the midriff of the United States in the revelation that perhaps California just will not sink 
away but the Los Angeles District which houses the most severely maintained Ku Klux Klan 
west of Arlington University, will be seen once again as Atlantis, and Lemuria South-West down 
bottom of Australia, and Atlantis, in the North Mediterranean Sea just up from Hawaii, so to 
speak, as Israel and Egypt seem from time to time to fight one another for one last little peek at 
the Riviera in France, for the Gondoliers fight for one more mandolin player in the hopes of 
entertaining the Folk Singers from Poland and Norway, for their rankle brings them closer to the 
folks down home in Portugal, Symington, France, and Winnebago, Manhattan.  
 
“And now you know, the clever ones of you, the FULL OUTLAY OF YOUR NEXT 
SEGMENT OF WORLD HISTORY – BUT CAN YOU FIGURE IT OUT IN TIME 
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BEFORE THE DEMISE OF THE WORLD AS YOU KNOW IT CONFIGURES THE 
LAST PART OF MAN’S HISTORY, UNTIL THE GULF WAVES FLOW DEEP DOWN 
AND UP AGAIN WITH TETONIC BLASTS BROUGHT SEVERELY ABOUT BY THE 
HAARP GANG WHO HAVE DISTANTLY NOTHING LEFT TO EFFECTIVELY 
WORK WITH BUT THE ‘CRAP’ HIDDEN IN THE BOTTOM OF THE LEFT TOWER 
WHICH IS NOT ESCEW BUT SOON WILL BE UPTURNED.  
 
“THE GULF OF WHICH IS A HYBRED STATE, ARIZONA, THE U.S.A. AND 
MEXICO COMBINED WILL FIGHT TOGETHER TO SAVE AMERICA, CANADA, 
AND OVER THE U.S. MEXICAN BORDER ALL WILL BECOME AS BROTHERS 
AND SISTERS WITHOUT RACE,  
 
“AND THE TENDENCY OF U.S. CONGRESS AND THEIR SEVERELY ‘HYBRID’ 
SENATE WILL BE SEEN TO DISTANCE ITSELF AWAY FROM COLUMBIA 
BECAUSE THE ARLINGTON NEW CEMETARY IN NORTHERN IRAQ SEQUENCED 
COMPLETELY OVER IN THE DARK OF NIGHT TO WEST VIRGINIA WITH 
METAL TUBE CASKETS OF A LIGHT SILVERY WHITE METALLIC COLOUR, 
SAVES THE BEST FOR LAST AS MOUNTAINS ARE MOVED TO HOUSE ITS 
NEWEST RECRUITS AND THE DISTANCE IT TAKES TO MOVE THESE YOUNG 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN IN THEIR PRIVATE SLEEP WILL BE THE OUTDOING 
OF U.S. AND AMERICAN CONGRESS, FOR THERE IS, YOU WILL FIND, A GREAT 
DIFFERENCE.  

“AND THE ENLISTING OF THE POOR DOWNTRODDEN AMERICAN-TO-BE, 
MEXICANS, CUBANS AND AFGHANIS FROM PORTUGAL, FRANCE, AND 
MAINSTREAM CHINA, ARE THE NEW FIGHTING FORCE.  
 
“FOR PRIMITIVE AS THE UNITED STATES MAY SEEM AT THIS TIME IN THEIR 
OVERALL DECISION-MAKING, SO DOES THE OUTDOING OF THEIR PRANKS 
UPON THEIR NEIGHBOURS TURN OUT TO BE THEIR OWN DEMISE AT THE 
HANDS OF THOSE WHO HAVE REALLY JUST… 
 
“…HAD ENOUGH! 
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HAARP Down! 

 
HAARP-induced typhoon 

“Good Day, and we thank Captain Alfred James Somajar Korthrox, Admiral of the fleet of 
good workers on the great Typhoon, that the day ended well. HAARP down. Good Night. 
Ten o’clock here my time, little ones. Feast ended.  
 
“Captain Jeremiah Murdock presiding over nothing at this moment for I am off shift. Take time 
to close off all channel frequencies loves and Good Evening, Good Day, and Good Night!”  
 
Uthrania: Tying off all channel frequencies. 4.7 Penquin6. Reroute 4.9 to Hemmingway Gulf 
Stream Parox4. Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez Captain of the Galiac Team, in 
Training, out for High Command Jeremiah ‘Murdock Rupert” Code 9 closing, too, Sir.  
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: ‘Thank you Uthrania. Good Night from our end as well. Murdock 
out for High Command.” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you, Sir. Tie off at 4:38 pm 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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16. The Murdock Files: Entry Sixteen - 
Homage To Captain Sophram Somajar 
Suflus Galiac 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdock pays homage to the elusive Captain Sophram Somajar Suflus Galiac, 
little of whom is known save his one solitary writ of long ago but whose work on the sidelines 
continue to galvanize the Federation into action. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 October 14, 2013 7:00 pm 
 The Coming Of The Storm 
 A Tribute To Captain Sophram Somajar Suflus GALIAC 
 Au Revoir! 

Introduction 

 
A _christed_ One 

“But be wise, little ones, for many come calling themselves the ‘Christ’ forsaken when in fact 
many are the ‘christed Ones’ whom for centuries have so reincarnated and shown themselves to 
be the ‘savior’ of no one, but the teachers of many!" - Captain Jeremiah Murdock 
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October 14, 2013 7:00 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 

 

6:47 pm 
 
Three minutes more to go Sir. Lieutenant Waldorf, Sr. Esquire. Nobility Channel ‘Frank.’ 
Pesquite Four.” 
 
Uthrania: On stand-by, Lieutenant, for Captain Jeremiah Murdock. 
 
Lieutenant Waldorf: “Aye, Sir.”  
 
6:50 pm 
 
(Captain Murdock saunters onto the bridge in full military dress. Pale blue with gold and silver 
trim accent the cuffs of his coat jacket and his pant legs, whilst black boots cover the majority of 
his calves, and loosely fitting undergarments to his coat. Boot tops are fashioned with red 
striping down the seemingly ‘shoulder’ lapels which hang close from both sides inward and out. 
Gracing the Captain’s head is the less than elusive black belted shiny brim with the two white 
stars on lapels on both his jacket and trench coat, to accentuate the rare look of generality on a 
Captain’s own uniform. Captain Jeremiah Murdock seats himself gingerly upon his newly 
painted and cushioned bench chair, all decorated in purple mauve and brass - gold. He begins 
the session in speaking to me. – Rania)  
 
7:00 pm 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Hello everybody present! And a fine day and evening to most of 
you it is indeed! 
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“We will assuage to the fact and proclamation that we all accomplished that which was seen to 
eventually occur, and that was to move and dissolve that wickedly manufactured storm front 
from away from the Islands, and because of it our duty to mankind was seen from near and afar, 
globally in fact, and now with Australia also facing massive injury, we will depart and hope that 
the secular ones ‘down under’ will release back to us our compatriots before they all end up in 
the Gulf of Aden where they will then be released back to the fishes whilst we stop another of 
their wicked endeavors which will radically shift the tide of: ‘What next will happen to the 
Americas in the U.S.A.?’ in particular who still find themselves in the loop.  

The Coming Of The Storm 

 
Hurricane 

“Goodness gracious, Jamie! But what time it is for yourself and your sweetheart, Rania, to tuck 
in for a siesta, for the brine will hit the farsight right in front of the middle eye as they conspire 
to keep the both of you at bay! But now the ships, your ships in fact, are right and directly on the 
tail of the next Hurricane West East of the Australian ‘Islands,’ and what a show that will be, 
little cantankerous Ones, when the far side of the moon exasperates the Pluton barrier and the 
Russians, Grecians, and Americans find out sooner than later: they are not wanted there! 
 
‘Holy Cow!!’ They will yell while the yellow bull-ribbon tied around that old oak tree brings 
home the elusive sons and daughters well into the grave of New Holland! For the brine, which 
we decisioned to warf out of satire itself will be seen to place all of them into the gravesite they 
had prepared for you, one and all, in one secular compound out of New Delhi who just escaped 
the storm as well by the hand of those above, and not one “Thank You!” did we get from 
Calcutta’s Northern regions, nor their South. 
 
“But China and Greece, the Philippines, and hankering down there in Southern Japan were we so 
well recognized that a feast was prepared in all graciousness toward the ‘Gods in the skies with 
the Goddesses commanding all!’ or so they thought. They still, the little people, do not 
understand just how we work.  
 
‘Good Night, Jamie boy, finally. And tuck ye selves in for a good night’s rest. 
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A Tribute To Captain Sophram Somajar Suflus GALIAC 

 
Elusive enchantment 

“Today, I want to speak about the most elusive Captain in the Fleet due to the fact that he is so 
seldom mentioned!  
 
“Yet being a man of captive grace do the women of the earth and around the globe fall at 
his feet, for his beauty so captivates them, he keeps well out of sight.  
 
“The nobility of this General is astounding for he has long captivated audiences around the 
globes from Plutonius7, around the moons of Jupiter and Mars, and recreational ability does he 
have as he plays the more than seventeen different chords to his Tschaikowsky, and in all formats 
is he master of all.  
 
“His tendency is to graphite the next moon’s center in full hopes that an interior casing be made 
to the benefit of one and all! An inner layer is dominant in ultra swift characteristic of this new 
world, and if one could see it from your world, Andromeda Four, then perchance you would 
think the New Jerusalem with its laden buildings and homes for you to reside within had finally 
resurfaced right out of oblivion and the Prince of Peace finally to descend upon the earth!  
 
“The characteristics of this man, Captain Galiac, is to the world and all of humankind the One so 
awaited for in his tenure to bring the world to the precipice and then snatch it right out of the 
skies.  
 
“But be wise, little ones, for many come calling themselves the ‘Christ’ forsaken when in 
fact many are the ‘christed Ones’ whom for centuries have so reincarnated and shown 
themselves to be the ‘savior’ of no one, but the teachers of many!  
 
“General Captain James Galiac has a brother. Captain Uthrania Seila, known for shortened name 
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as Rania, has a brother, and this brother is perhaps, if not the foremost, Captain in the Universe 
as he continues in his demonstration of Captaining not only his own starships, his own fleet, but 
indeed the entire Federated Union of Starships, concluding with allies under his most precocious 
command as well.  
 
“Please meet Captain Sophram Somajar Suflus GALIAC of the High Flying Galiac Team! 
(Ahem) 
 
“A past writ from our Captain and most respected man in the Fleet! Jamie, please enter Captain 
Sophram Galiac’s writ from long and not so long days ago.  
 
The 'elusive' Captain Sophram Galiac Introduces Himself 

Au Revoir! 

 
Up and away! 

“Good Day, one and all. Al Salaam. Murdock over and out on transmittal frequencies. Adieu. 
Please sign off for me Uthrania. Good Day and Good Night.” 
 
Uthrania: Tying off all channel structures from High-in-Tide 4.2. Cultivate a run-a-round 
please, “Sheman” Sherman, and punch in these coordinates to tie off and put down the last H--- 
vehicle. 7947 10 Thank you.  
 
Captain Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez Captain of the Galiac Team, in training. Closing out 
for Captain Jeremiah Murdock at 7.26 pm. Adieu. Coordinates closed. Thank you Sherman. 
Good Night. 
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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17. The Murdock Files: Entry 
Seventeen - On The Sun And The 
Bermuda Triangle 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdock speaks on the Bermuda Triangle mystery and the formation of the 
firmament, with the sun as his central theme and, typical of writs by other ship commanders, the 
present one is sprinkled with allusions here and there meant only for the "powerful few." on earth 
- Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 November 2, 2013 2:30 pm 
 For Starters, For Those In The Know 
 The Sun 
 Into The Depths Of The Hollow Earth 

Introduction 

 
The moon at night 

 
“When we have a moon which encircles a sun, the sun will literally from all the gases turn blue, 
pink, and charcoal gray. Now, in nuances that simply means that the sun will go nova in, say, 
fifteen million years given a day or two, and when it reaches its full height in animosity, we will 
certainly see that any out-landing planet will be so encompassed by the reacting ‘star’ that all 
light will give away to complete darkness as the rotation of sun around moon are 
observed[/b[/i]..." - Captain Jeremiah Murdock 
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November 2, 2013 2:30 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 

2:14 pm 
 
“Captain Murdock boarding the gangplank, Sir. Captain Uthrania, the Captain will be on board 
just as soon as the skiff gets in and docks. About five of your minutes, Sir.” – Corporal Lauriel 
Higgins.  
 
Uthrania: Thank you Corporal.  
 
2:19 pm 
 
(Captain Murdock is ushered in by two Lieutenants. Dressed in his dark green uniform with 
brown corduroy ‘britches,’ as he sometimes calls them, he steps up to his bench chair. High top 
black highly polished boots with the pink array at the toes embossed in the silvery-gray metal is 
the standard of the day. The Captain espouses navy blue on his collar with the seldom-missed 
blue, pink, green and yellow stripes which signify his design of captaincy over the crew and his 
own ship. Today he is aboard the Excalibre Intrepid. Here comes Captain Jeremiah Murdock 
now. – Rania) 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: (The Captain motions to me. – Rania) “Take a breather, lass, and 
we will resume at promptly 2:30 pm. Do you have my itinerary, Uthrania, Captain of the High 
Flying Galiac Team, lass?” 
 
Uthrania: Yes, Captain Murdock, I do. 
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Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Let’s see it, lass, quickly. Then take a five minute break before 
our next session.” 
 
Uthrania: (New sun in its dwarf stage and the sands of time. Captain Murdock smiles. – Rania. 
Captain Murdock. For November 2, 2013)  
 
2:25 pm 
 
2:27 pm 
 
Lieutenant Stanley: “Sir, Captain Murdock wants you back in approximately ten minutes. He 
has been called to the Interboard, Sir.” 
 
Uthrania: Thank you. Noted, Corporal.  
 
“Stanley Sir.”  
 
Uthrania: Lieutenant Stanley? 
 
Lieutenant Stanley: “Yes, Sir.”  
 
Uthrania: At ease, Lieutenant. I will be back at 2:47.  
 
Lieutenant Stanley: “Yes, Sir!”  

For Starters, For Those In The Know 

 
Bermuda triangle 
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2:47 pm 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Now, let us get on with the session shall we, lass? Good.  
 
“The lanky Bermuda Strait has often been seen as well as recorded in past history before the 
ships went down in the abstract inquisitiveness of the Labour Board over there in North Eastern 
Hungary as being the foremost in Architecture of the Hollandaise contrivancy in the overall 
picturesque continent of the North American Trade factor.  
 
“Now, Mexico has it, and in New Orleans the water shelf is about to break again. So, gallant men 
and ladies at the drawing board out of Minnesota, California, and New Brunswick, Canada, 
better loosen up your pens and ink and take to the computers with Autocad, and for goodness 
sake, this time do not pelt the walls any of the longer with sticky balls. You are too grown up for 
that. Ah..now, and here comes “Mr. Groper,” your boss. Hey ladies?! 
 
“The fixation on the wall is the light fixture and not a bullet proof vest which will never be 
penetrated. So Hank Mulford, one of our senior officers will take a penchant of all itinerary and 
see that it is well instated back into the Gulf of Weavers whom in turn will turn you all into 
knitting needles just to ward you off of another unseemly attack.  
 
“Now, to get down to our topic of the day including the sun in its dwarf stage and the 
philanthropers who seldom get anything correct any more.  

The Sun 

 
Solar rays 
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“When we have a moon which encircles a sun, the sun will literally from all the gases turn blue, 
pink, and charcoal gray. Now, in nuances that simply means that the sun will go nova in, say, 
fifteen million years given a day or two, and when it reaches its full height in animosity, we will 
certainly see that any out-landing planet will be so encompassed by the reacting ‘star’ that all 
light will give away to complete darkness as the rotation of sun around moon are observed.  
 
“This is a slight phenomenon because of the stringent gasses around and which make up the sun. 
The moon satellites are also observed as hanging in the balances whilst the earths themselves tell 
of strange signs in the heavens by the lower advanced ones. 
 
“In itinerary your scientists have for the most part figured most of this out, but heaven-sent ships 
are laboratory experiments of Area S-4 51 being of the same and exact caliber whilst the bases 
themselves in Alaska offer more exquisiteness to the eye than many people see of our ships in 
the skies. 

Into The Depths Of The Hollow Earth 

 
Whirlpool 

“Now, the sands of time on the Bermuda Peninsula …ever looked at an old map, ye young ones? 
Good. Then you will understand that in the beginning before the frost took down the sap of the 
young sprig or tree, and the branches became brittle and the leaves gave way to man’s winter 
roof, that many ships of cargo laced around the Bermuda Triangle.  
 
“And a whirlpool was created of such lengths and widths that the very perimeters were been 
seen to heartily guarantee that not one “Pollack’ would go down to the depths of the hollow 
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earth, and because of it, rock slabs were taken off the shelves deep down within, and built 
themselves, our earthdwellers, for quite some time the Boxtrott Era we call it, with homes which 
required more training to encompass to satisfy the beauty of the eye as the eye has always 
guaranteedly expected. Now this is a long sentence, Uthrania, so please ………..” 
 
Uthrania: Understood Captain Murdock. 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Good, lass. Now the sands of time have ensconced time 
everywhere, and as the ‘ratio,’ and listen to this, scientists of the world, of dwarf sun 
counteracting, (important word there Jamie, please bold, lad. Thank you) the moons rotation 
took effect, the summers on your planet or the likeness of your planet, Angorius, would be more 
accurate, began to take on a hue of gasses, and ozone layers developed, and well, son, that is 
how the firmament was first created.  
 
“Now, if you have no more school lessons to do (tongue in cheek) off to bed, the both of you. 
Good Night from our end. Put this on in concession with the Mancharians’ latest writ, and I am 
going to now sign off from my end. Captain Jeremiah Murdock. 10:4. How’s that, lass, laddie? 
(Yawn) Good Night. Take care of it, lass.” 
 
Uthrania: Tying off channel Mordu Equivalent Section 4 Diagram 8. Please, Lieutenant 
Waldorf, continue in leaving Luzon channel 4 and 5 open for the day. Good Night and Salaam. 
Tying off signal Dupont 8 Richtor 9 4.12 at 3:15 pm. Channel closed. Captain Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez Captain of the Galiac Team Fireflies, in training. Good Night.  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

18. The Murdock Files: Entry Eighteen 
- Our Teachings Do Bear Repeating! 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdock touches anew upon what the other commanders have done all too 
well before but seemingly not enough for most to bother and understand, and that is to wake up 
to the reality of where they, in truth, came from and what influence the false teachings had 
foisted on them that altered their manner of existence. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

Introduction 

 January 11, 2014 3:54 pm 
 You Wage War For What Does Not Belong To You! 
 The Second Coming Of The "Christed" One 
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 Do You Remember The "Golden Rule"? 
 Stop, Look And Listen To What We Say! 

Introduction 

 
Our truth will set you free 

"We are your peers, but you, many of you, still do not recognize us nor listen to us, so we have 
our own HAARP’ing to do at your fulsome way of bantering how strange are our words and 
concepts when idyllically you should be well abreast of all we say, do, and teach, for you have 
still not the slightest idea, many of you, just where you actually originated from nor what on 
this earth you are doing here." - Captain Jeremiah Murdock 

January 11, 2014 3:54 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 
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Uthrania: On stand-by, Captain Jeremiah Murdock, Sir. 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Aye, that is fine, lass. Not much time for introductions today, 
and how is the fine boy of ours, doing?”  
 
Uthrania: Sir? Jamie? 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Aye, lass. None other. We hear he has at last begun his scribing 
from the bottom up. Well, one day he will be ours as well as he astutely puts himself to the work 
of the Mancharians.”  
 
Uthrania: Yes, Sir. I will be taking over the posting of most of the commanders’ writs and files 
while Jamie takes on more work with the Mancharians, Sir.  
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Aye, lass.” (Captain Murdock stretches back in his bench chair 
of burgundy hue and stretches his legs out on the floor before him. The Captain is outfitted in a 
grey/green lattice suit with string ropes on the sides down from the ever-banded and coloured 
striped collar. Black/brown patent boots furnish his long length trousers and a hemline of 
orangey/pink cover the distant rune of the boot. – Rania) 
 
Uthrania: It is four o’clock, Sir.  
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Ahem! (The Captain has a low voice expressly due to a cold he 
is just getting over. – Rania) Now, where were my notes? You got them there, lass?”  
 
Uthrania: Aye, Sir. You asked me to jot down “Nautical Defense and Distant Relatives,” Sir.  
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Very fine then. Let us begin proper as well as spontaneous 
(bold that one please, lass) and get on with the show!  

You Wage War For What Does Not Belong To You! 

 
They all don't belong to you 
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“Perpendicular to what one might in fact believe, not all Nautical Defense systems, Russia, 
coming from the American side are there to out to get you. In the distant past trust was 
somewhat elusive, and we do not wonder why, but for now the nastiness has gone out of the 
contemporary cutthroats of the past, and the only section you need worry about is that abrasion 
from the North Dakota Bridge, as they call it in the waters between Alaska, the Northwest 
territories, abridged by the Gulf of the Atlantic, yes, way over there, to Russian alone.  
 
“The gas after all is not yours, and does not in any wise belong to the Canadian North as well 
indicatively of Americanized regions. In triplicate the oil, gas and the diamonds all belong to 
us.  
 
“You see, fair-fellowed friends, it was ourselves who long ago sectioned off this planet and made 
it desirable for re-habitation which were yourselves. And now you are back again trying all of 
you to take for yourselves and section off that which calibrately is not even yours to take – 
ANY OF YOU! 

The Second Coming Of The "Christed" One 

 
The Second Coming 

“Seasoned are we in seeming needing to forever tell ye ones of the abridged quality that we 
have seen you before in the distant to the modern past and day which is of the nowness.  
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“Why is it ye ones find it so very difficult to understand what Captain James Galiac spoke 
of ye so many months, days, years, and celibacies ago?  
 
“Did the Captain not long ago and suddenly yesterday of our time, voice precisely this?  
 
“Ye ones would one day again see the Captain in all his glory? Starships are his crowning 
glory. Not ye ones who never seem to learn much of anything in time for you to gain passage 
upon a stupendously automatical run ship for your transportation out of there.  
 
“Ye ones are not too bright at the stick, are you, and yet you are enjoined by the ones who not 
only have a brain left, but enthuse themselves upon using it. Good for them, hey Mark?  
 
“Nautical surveillance, astronomical hydro links and beef—it-up, Charlie! are the very 
diagrams which we wish you as our siblings would just give up and get along well enough 
together, and stop acting, the lot of you, like spoiled selfish children who have been brought up 
by a mother lion and a bear cub who knew not his/her distant cousin was a Lynx-bear with three 
toes and a mind to match. Uhum! 

Do You Remember The "Golden Rule"? 

 
Do as you would be done by 

“Gravesites always interest you ones so frequently and yet you abhor death all because you 
simply do not to this day in your primal future understand it.  
 
“’Good God!’ as you say so ‘un-eloquently,’“We have you at a firing range, so buckle down in 
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your trenches, boys and girls, now, and keep firing at the people we tell you and insist upon your 
believing are the enemy.’ 
 
“Well, what nautical reasoning indeed. And how utterly foolish and ridiculous ye ones sound to 
all of us.  
 
“Pigeon-toed boots with a high leather backing, swarthy for the human man of your calibre and 
nonsensical to the hilt. Now we want to give to you one a little antidote, and this antidote 
consists of a word about your relatives from distant worlds.  
 
“They are aghast of the way you ones act and think, and for those who ask WHY we do not fix 
this and that storm product by HAARP, we will tell you now, and directly now, that we came 
here to rescue those of you with the intuition and foresight to do unto others as they would 
have them do unto themselves, and not here to fix your rabid weather patterns, though we 
have done our share, otherwise there are nations of yours who just wouldn’t be there 
today.  

Stop, Look And Listen To What We Say! 

 
Pay attention! 

“We are your peers, but you, many of you, still do not recognize us nor listen to us, so we 
have our own HAARP’ing to do at your fulsome way of bantering how strange are our 
words and concepts when idyllically you should be well abreast of all we say, do, and teach, 
for you have still not the slightest idea, many of you, just where you actually originated 
from nor what on this earth you are doing here.  
“So listen up and pay attention, and you will learn much. Good Day, Rania and Jamie. Love to 
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you all three and one awaiting. Murdock tying of channel Duckmoth 17 Triplet 4.7 9. Tying off 
channel for Hemmingrade 10.4. Murdock, Captain of the Elusive Duckswath, and yes, tongue in 
cheek, it is a name. Shut down channel station, please, Uthrania, and Good Day and Good Night 
to you all.”  
 
Uthrania: Periodic 4.9. Lemingrade section off twelve and leave Lucus 4 open and Luzon 17.4 
moderate 5. Signing out for Captain Jeremiah Murdock at section 12.5 Nautical Ten Point 
Twelve. Captain Surveyor of the Fireflies and Melots of the Galiac Team, Uthrania Seila 
Sentana-Ries-Cortez at 4:30 pm.  
 
- Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 

 

19. The Murdock Files: Entry 
Nineteen - Your Propensity For Waging 
Wars! 

  

Captain Jeremiah Murdock goes ballistic, as it were (and no pun intended) at the never-ending 
tendency of world leaders to declare war against each other, more often their weaker neighbors 
on no other pretext imaginable than self-interest, not to mention greed. - Jamie Sentana-Ries-
Cortez 

Introduction 

 March 1, 2014 4:00 pm 
 Breaking News! 
 The Never-Ending Conflict 
 The Ideology Of Conquest 
 Your Children Are Being Led to Slaughter! 
 Born And Reborn To Wage War! 
 One Last Chance 
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Introduction 

 
Casualties of war 

" ... How many times have we asked you to mend your ways? Drop the bombs no more! 
Fire pistols no more! But now it is too late, for your people are not subjects save that of 
being subject to more brutality while sons fight sons in the battlegrounds comprising also 
of the streets, and children pick up guns in Africa killing the nearest adults and other 
children next to them. This is what you call ‘sacrifice of the fittest!’ You are losers in your 
own incarnations! ... "Captain Jeremiah Murdock 

March 1, 2014 4:00 pm 

 
Scribing from the starship 
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3:44 pm 
 
“Captain is aboard in five minutes, Captain Uthrania, Sir.” – Commander J.P. Stilton 
 
Uthrania: Thank you, Commander. I will be on standby. 
 
Commander J.P. Stilton: “Aye, Sir. (Pause) Captain on the bridge, Sir! Be on main deck aft in 
three more minutes.” (The Commander stands at salute in anticipation of the bridge doors 
opening. – Rania) 
 
4:49 pm 
 
(Captain Jeremiah Murdock enters the bridge with high top lustered brown boots covering a 
navy blue pant, thick like the jacket. Brown swirls on the Commander’s black patent brimmed 
hat glorifies his recent destination of which is still quite unknown to the crew. In a round-a-bout 
did Captain Murdock dry-dock himself for the fourth time this month. In a suit and tie 
accompanies the Captain a Naval Officer off some frigate down on the sea waves. Both men take 
chairs, and Captain Jeremiah Murdock motions me to begin. – Rania) 
 
Commander J.P. Stilton: (The Commander waves at me to commence early. With a nod of my 
head I turn to the Captain. – Rania) 
 
3:52 pm 
 
Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Well, little duck, are we finally ready to begin? (Captain 
Murdock turns to his guest and proceeds with an introduction. – Rania) 
 
“Captain Uthrania, may I introduce and for the sake of security, could we say, Officer 
‘Clarkson.’”  
 
Uthrania: Good Day to you, Sir.  
 
(Captain ‘Clarkson’ nods with a slight smile extending his own greeting back. So now we are 
surely ready to begin. Smiles. – Rania) 
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Breaking News! 

 
A country in chaos after Gadaffi 

Captain Jeremiah Murdock: “Tripoli is a conscionable level of aggravation for all troops of the 
American and North-Western French acquisition. There never seems to be much time to 
stabilize anything since the African nations South and South-West and East of Tripoli still are 
somehow expecting Colonel Qadaffi’s water system for the preservation of their land and 
people.  
 
“But who could have thought that today of all days the rampid would begin and be over for 
decades to come. Not all is quiet these days in North-Western Tripoli, and many fine men and 
woman of the cloth of all Naval Express person themselves ‘off’ the waters and back into the 
depths of the oceanic tide with pirates, as they call the poor occupied people, ne’re have a grip on 
themselves as far as the French pastries are concerned. Pretty French maids should have stayed 
safe at home instead of luxoming it out for tent camps to please just so many men, hey?! 
 
“What happened in Chicago, Illinois, and Kentucky is a far sight greater tragedy than even what 
occurred in Afghanistan this past last March. So watch the news, for all headlines tend to 
become ‘eclipsed’ in the mode of ‘firing line’ for all who enter back into reporting the ‘gauge-
clip’ of one of Blackwater’s finest sniper rifles! 
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The Never-Ending Conflict 

 
By Jules Verne 

“Around the world in sixty days - or was it eighty by schooner - hey, Ross? Now, my furthest 
most bandit friend from Parliament Hill out of the Topedo Forest: that hunk of a man who fired 
on the President of Iran was not hired by Blackwater’s handlers at all but was a ‘fish out of 
the waters of Minnesota, U.S. of America.’ So down with the grating news that the die-hards of 
Washington’s Georgetown University – College just fired up the old slave-days and marched 
once again on Tiananmen Square, for the Chinese just don’t give a darn how many are on 
Tiananmen Square, but for safety’s sake not one marching should even be in that country.  
 
“Penticton, B.C. Ah, here runs the calibre of indigestion as the figs on the trees, and don’t tell me 
there are no ‘figs’ – use your heads boys and girls - for Ireland, Poland, and North-East 
Afghanistan have all but seen the rule of the day where Israel’s own foresooth proximity to the 
Iranian border actually skirts well around Lebanese territory, and with Syria in the flank, hey 
Jamie, do the well wishers of all so-called Christian-Jewish authority pipe the waters 
‘underneath’ the ‘well’ of Siberia.  
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The Ideology Of Conquest 

 
Knights Templar 

“So, we all learn to share after all, do we? Well, we would say its high about time for that to 
transpire because actually we of the Starship Brigade or ‘Command’ are becoming quite 
tired and fed up to the brim with people whose ideology fits no more intelligence than that 
of a sour dog. 
 
“Transpiring down the Thames River, lads and ladies, are the Aeronauts, and these fine gents 
and, yes, even ladies in the wing, all think that to reach the moon and other fine places, maybe 
Hollywood, was not such a bad idea after all. (Captain Murdock smiles. – Rania) 
 
“Gargoyles I see are still the Knights Templar’s main meal within their idolized little temple they 
have long ago built for themselves before finishing their Queen’s tour of duty in Lebanon those 
many years past. But ‘so what’ you might say, ‘for that is old history.’  
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Your Children Are Being Led to Slaughter! 

 
The graves of the fallen 

“Well, let me tell you, you feather-brained of the least of the manufacturing of old scull-caps and 
brine-making: We of the actual Troubadours have pasted inside each of our waistcoats the letters 
Y and Z(ee) and that is for the precociousness of the elite bastards who take you to the cleaners 
every single day of your lives. And entwined within the flotsam and cotton of your brains within 
your dull and hardened somewhat craniums ‘we have decided to enlist your children to fight 
our capricious wars,’ they tell you, whilst the even of you raise your hands in your Vatican 
and churches singing praises to the lord of something or another while the mothers at home 
sign the death warrant in Christian blood as they wave away their children they bore to the 
battleground of the ones who have enslaved you for eons.  
 
“Clever are they not? But what about all of you? How sensible are you when the rallying 
comes on the tenement street bearing gifts of beautiful flowers to put over your children’s 
graves! 
 
“When are you people ever going to wake up? It is comprehensible to us, alone that the 
sasquatch people made sad by Blinkensop Maneuvering out of Maryland, D.C., have more 
in their stitchings than any one of you who bear sons and daughters and sacrifice them in 
your churches on the altar of blood and then send them off to war to fight for the riches of 
the land. 
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Born And Reborn To Wage War! 

 
_The dogs of WAR_ 

“You fools! You complete idiots! How many times have we asked you to mend your ways? 
Drop the bombs no more! Fire pistols no more! But now it is too late, for your people are 
not subjects save that of being subject to more brutality while sons fight sons in the 
battlegrounds comprising also of the streets, and children pick up guns in Africa killing the 
nearest adults and other children next to them. This is what you call ‘sacrifice of the 
fittest!’ You are losers in your own incarnations!  
 
“So follow our design for your truce to the Tophands, and hold no more desire to war for any 
known reason, but DO PROTECT YOUR OWN, and lay down no more as sheep to the 
slaughter, but BE WISE AND BEGIN FOR YOUR ‘GODS’ SAKE TO THINK, 
CONTEMPLATE, AND STOP BEING IDIOTS BEFORE YOU MISS YOUR OWN 
EVACUATION!!  
 
“’GOD DAMN!’ AS YOU SAY! HAVE WE NOT GOTTEN YOUR ATTENTION, 
LITTLE DRIFTWOODS OF INTELLECTUAL HOGWASH? OR DO WE NEEDST TO 
CONTINUE WATCHING YOU UPON OTHER WORLDS AS YOU CONTINUE IN 
YOUR INCARNATIONAL LIFESTREAMS TO ONE DAY GET IT ALL TOGETHER?! 
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One Last Chance 

 
The evacuation will be soon! 

“Will that be soon enough to protect you from the flagging-down of more barricades contributing 
to the forest-wide hullabaloo of “BY GODS, THERE IS OUR SHIPS! LET US NOT MISS 
THEM THIS TIME!”  
 
“Commander Jeremiah Murdock. Sign out for us please, little dove, this time, and Jamie, my 
son, put this on this week. Finish all projects for Commander Herman Griffith in the meantime. 
You have a few more days, the both of you. Good Night. Driftwood 10.4 out.”  
 
Uthrania: Tying off channel frequency at 17.4 Poloroid 19 7 and 12. Leave Luzon open for 
Admiral Frank Herman Grifford. In Penticton B.C. Ulta-wave Bia-frequency Dupont 12.2. 
Signing out for Captain Jeremiah Murdock at High Command Hemmingway channel 4. Captain 
Surveyor of the Fireflies and Melots of the Galiac Team, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez. 
4:34 pm. 
 
Scribed by the hand and pen of I, Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries-Cortez 
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